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ABSTRACT 
An i~veatigation of the behavior of Newtonia1 and 
power-law fluids in the nip of a roll mill has been conducted 
and a numerical solution of the equation of motion has been 
obtained. This solution shows the maximum shear rate in the 
nip to be about 10+5 sec.·l. Since rheological data are 
generally obtained in the range of 10 to 300 sec.·1, a tre-
mendous extrapolation nn1st be made in solving the motion 
equation. 
The fraction of material remaining on each roller was 
determined for a two roll mill and a general equation which 
relates the production rate to the operating conditions of 
the mill has been determined. This relation can be oxtended 
to a three roll mill using a simple dimensionless ratio de-
rived from mass and force balances around the mill. An ~xam-
ple of th:i..s type of calculation is provided. 
I, 
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SYMBOL TABLE 
(does not include symbols in Appendices A and B) 
Upper Case 
Cp heat capacity (erg/gmole°K) 
2 
C1,c2 constants of integration resulting from the double inte-
gration of the simplified equation of motion 
~· outward force exerted by the fluid on the rolls (dyne/co) 
Ft sum of forces exerted by feed nip and apron nip in a 
three roll mill (dyne/cm) 
L length of the rolls (cm) 
P pressure (dyne/cm2) 
PO power (erg/sec) . 
Q volumetric flow (cc/cm/sec,) 
Qt production rate of three roll mill (cc/cm/sec.) 
H radius of the rolls (cm) 
T temperature (0 c) 
u1 velocity of the first roll (cm/sec.) 
velocity of the second roll (cm/sec,) 
sum of the roll velocities (cm/sec.) 
Lower Case 
r1 .fraction of the material passing tlutough the feed nip 
·which adheres to the second roll 
fraction of the mata~ial passins through the apron nip 
which adheres to the third roll 
gravitational constant (gm cm/sec2dyne) 
., . 
,; 
h distance b8t,ween the rollers at a point x { cm) 
h
0 
minimum separation of the rollers (cm) 
h* separation of the rollers at the point or film split (cm) 
m power law coefficient 
n power law exponent 
r ratio of the difference of the roll speeds to the sum of 
the roll speed~ r = (u1 - U2)/{U1 - U2) 
t fraction of material removed by the takeoff blade 
vxl 
v :; · velocity components in the x, y and z directions res-
Y 1 
vzJ pecttvely (cm/sec.) 
x rectangular coordinate parallel to the direction of 
flow { cm) 
x* value of the x coordinate at the point of film split (cm) 
y rectangular coordinate perpendicular to the direction 
of the flow ( cm) 
z rectancular coordinate parallel to the axis of the 
rollers ( cm) 
oraek 
/) 
17 a 
Newtonian viscosity (poise) 
apparent viscosity (poise) 
density (gm/cc) 
1, j-th component of stress (dyne/cm2) 
arbitrary term de tined by E!qua tion 13 
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INTRODUCTION 
Three roll mills are used in the manufacture of many 
inks to improve quality by dispersing pigment particles. 
Setting the operating conditions of a mill, however, is 
mostly an empirical process depending to a large extent upon 
the skill and experience of the mill operator. Furthermore, 
because the viscosity of the ink can be a strong function of 
the shear rate and because rheological data, if available, 
I 
may be only applicable for a shear rate range considerably 
lower than that of the mill, the setting of mill conditions 
based on rheological measurements may be difficult. This work 
examines several of the parameters of mill operation in order 
to determine their effect upon throughput, which, in turn, 
directly governs the amollll.t of time which nrust be spent mill-
ing a particular batch of ink. 
The most obvious factors affecting mill operation are 
roll speeds and the force exerted on the roller by the hydrau-
lic system. In a floating roll mill, the ink being milled 
passes through a nip whose width is allowed to vary or float 
so that the outward force exerted by the ink in counterbal-
anced by the force exerted on the mill by the hydraulic system. 
The nip width is, therefore, determined by the force balance 
between the hydraulic system and the fluid. Thus, the greater 
the force exerted by the hydraulic system, the smaller the nip 
and the lower the production rate. 
5 
As the material passes through the nip, it is subjected 
to high shear rates which accomplish the di:3persing of the 
pigment. In order to increase this shear rate, the rolls are 
generally run at unequal speeds (ratios of 1 to 2 and 1 to 3 
are common) which increases the shear rate by imposing another 
velocity gradient upon the one which results from the fluid 
pressure gradient within the nip. 
The problem, therefore, is to determine the relationship 
between mill geometry, the fluid properties, the force, and 
the throughput. The research to achieve this end was divided 
into two part3. The first part involved a theoretical analysis 
of the equations of motion for Newtonian and power-law fluids. 
This analysis gave predictions for the Telocity field and the 
ratio of the film split. These results were used to calculate 
production rates. The second part or the work involved a 
series of experiments using several materials, both inks and 
non-inks. The experimental results were compared with theo-
retical predictions. 
\ 
·ii 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Much research has been concerned with the flow of 
fluids in a roll mill. Such work is of interest to the ink 
maker, the printer, and the rheologist, This research has 
progressed from many different starting points. However, 
most of it did assume that the material being milled was 
Newtonian. 
Smith et al. (1) showed that the rheological properties 
of a fluid influence pattern formation in mill applied paper 
coatings and attempted to explain this formation in qualita-
tive terms. Maus, Walker and Zettlemoyer (2) and later 
Zettlemoyer, Taylor and Maus (3) explored the power consump-
tion of roll mills and determined empirical dimensionless 
relationships governing the power consumed by the mill. 
Taylor (4) obtained a solution of the Navier-Stokes equation 
for flow of a Newtonian fluid in the roll mill, Taylor's 
initial boundary condition was based on the earlier work of 
Frazer (5) who considered the limiting case tor which 
throughput is zero (i.e., the rolls were considered to be in 
direct contact) and the fluid was Nowtonian. 
Some work in th~ area of non-Newtonian fluid flow is re-
lated· to the roll mill problem. Miller ('6) obtained pressure 
distributions for an elastic coating on one of the two cylin-
ders of a roll mill; however, only a few workers have used 
non-Newtonian constitutive equations as the basis of their 
7 
analysis of roll mill operation. Hellinckx and Mewis (7), 
for instance, formulated the determining factors of the mill-
ing operation for Maxwellian and power-law fluids. Their 
work, like that of Herbst (8) concerned itself with the changes 
in fluid properties that result from milling of inks. 
Brazinsky et al. (9) examined the calendering of sheets 
of power-law fluid. That group, working primarily on~.the 
problem of the thickness of such sheets, showed how a numer-, 
ical solution could be obtained for the basic equations des-
cribing the roll mill if the rolls were running at equal 
speeds. Unfortunately, this is seldom, if ever, the case in 
ink manufacture. The rolls generally have a speed ratio of 
2 to 1 or 3 to 1 in order to increase the shear rate to which 
the fluid is subjected. 
This work extends the analysis of Brazinsky and of 
Taylor to the case for which the roll speeds are not necessarily 
equal and th,~ fluid in the nip follows the power-law relation 
of stress to shear rate. It also explores the relationship 
which results for the fractional split and the relationship 
which governs the throughput as a function of the force ap-
plied. 
( 
( 
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THEORETICAL 
Coordinate System 
To begin the mathematical analysis of the roll mill, one 
must select a coordinate system and define a few terms. The 
Cartesian coordinates used in this work are shown in the dia-
gram in Figure 1. They axis is the line connecting the centers 
of the two rollers. Positive y is the side for which the roller 
velocity is greatest. When the velocities of the rollers are 
equal, the system is symmetrical and the sign of y is unimpor-
tant. The x axis is the line perpendicular to they axis and 
also perpendicular to the axis of the rollers and located mid-
way between them. The signs on the x axis are placed so that 
flow is in the positive direction. The z axis is located per-
pendicular to the plane described by the x and y axes (a line 
coming out of the page in Figure 1). 
Other geometric terms shown in Figure 1 are: 
H = the radius of the rollers (both rollers have equal radii) 
h = the nip clearance at any point x. This term is a fm1ction 
of x, the exact value of which can be calculated from 
geometry using the equation 
h = h 0 + 2 R ~ 21R 2 - x2 ( l) 
h
0 
= the minimum distance between the rollers. This distance 
is the separation at x = o. This definition of his 
different than Brazinsky•s (12), who defined has one 
half the minimum nip clearance. I have followed the 
i j 
• 
-x 
+y 
-y. 
Figure 1 
Coordinate System 
9 
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nomenclature of Taylor (4) because in this analysis the 
rolls are not always running at equal speeds, and there-
fore the flow is not always symmetrical about the x axis. 
u1 = the velocity of the fast roll (in units of length per 
time) 
~,.2 = the velocity of the slow roll (in 'lmits of length per 
time) 
Reduction of the Eg~ations of Motion 
. A complete mathematical solution of the equa.tions des-
cribing the conditions in a roll mill would require manipula-
ting a system of three-dimensional partial differential equa-
tions lmown as the equations of motion (Equations 2,3 and 4). 
~ VX U VX _\ VX :, V 
( d + Vx + V 2,___ + V ~) 
' ,·.:1 \) t J X y J y Z J z 
J Vy ~) Vy ~ E.z 
I') ( d t + VX J X + Vy y + V 1 ) y' z 
(') 'tx:y + .) 'tyY + d 't ZY) 
·t·S:! -
·.:-) X ) y d z 
( .) vz )Vz )Vz )Vz 
+ Vx +Vy-+ V£Jz) /' 
,) t ,jX dY Z 
;) 't'xz J 't'zz + d 't' zz) +I 8z - ( J X + J y' ,) z 
. p 
(.~ 
=--
'\ 
,:/ X 
0 p 
= 
--;JY 
'\ p 
v 
-
--~ z 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
'~ 
:, 
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The solution of these equations would be extremely dif-
ficult if not impossible in view of the computational prob-
lems; therefore, the general equations of motion are simpli-
fied through the following assumptions: 
1. Flow in the z direction is negligible. This assumption is 
reasonable because on long mills (that is, on mills where 
the length is significantly greater than the roll nip) one 
would expect the end effects to be minimal. 
2. Pressure is a function of the x coordinate only. This assump-
tion implies that the solution is exact only in the nip be-
cause the pressure is a weak function of x and y outside 
the nip. For instance, the ink s·urface describes a curve 
for which the pressure is one atmosphere. In spite of this 
rather obvious fact, the equations resulting from this anal-
ysis shall be extended into the bank. 
3. The velocity in they direction is very much smaller than 
the velocity in the x direction. Furthermore, the gradient 
of the x component of velocity in they direction is 
greater than the gradient in the x direction. This fol-
lows for the nip region from the dimensional analysis per-
formed by Gatcombe (10). 
4. The system is operating at steady state. Therefore, as 
much material enters the bank as leaves it through the nip. 
These assU111ptions reduce the equations or motion to Equation 5. 
dP- ~ rx-·--ay (5) 
·.t•,' '. J 
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Boundary Conditions 
The boundary conditions used to solve the simplified 
equation of motion are: 
1. The velocity of the fluid at the roll surface is that of 
the roll (no slip at the surface). Also, the component of 
velocity in they direction is assumed to be very much less 
than the x component. The x component of velocity at the 
surface of the ith roll can be shown to be 
' 2 / 
- U ll X \1 2 
vx - i - R2, ( 6) 
2. The pressure is one atmosphere at the point of' contact of 
the bank with the rollers. This point is calculated by 
assuming that the bank is first filled to the brim with 
fluid. When the mill is turned on this fluid forms a 
cylinder whose volume must be that of the initial bank. 
From these assumptions, a point of contact of the fluid 
with the rollers may be calculated to be 0.673R, 
). The pressure and the derivative or the pressure are zero 
at the point of the film split. Mathematically, this 
boundary condition can be expressed as 
P = O and g = O at h = h* ( 7) 
This last boundary condition is somewhat arbitrary; 
however, a lP-ss restrictive condition, in which the pressure 
at the exit point is a variable, showed that effects of the 
exit pressure are neglig~ble for common fluids. This modi-
13 
fication will be discussed in a later section. 
One point to be made in comparing roll mill theory to the 
classical joUl'l'lal bearing analysis described by Sommerfeld (10} 
is that the "boundary conditions" of joumal bearing equation 
are 'simplified by the constraint that the pressure distribution 
is a function of angle measured from the center of the bearing 
and one reference point. Therefore the pressure (and, tor that 
matter, stress, shear or any other property) measured at O 
radians must have the same value as at 2,r radians. While the 
pressure dh:tr•ibution calculated from roll mill theor;r is 
antiaymmetrical around x = 0 with the peak pressure occur-
ring at some negative value of x, attempts to utilize this 
feature rosulted in the introduction of Rnother un;mown and 
hence do not simplify the problem. 
The Power-Law Fluid Model 
The power-law is a constitutive equation relating the 
shear stress to the shear rate. In simple language, a consti-
tutive equation tells how a fluid resists being pushed around 
{made to flow). The simplest and oldest oonati tutive equation 
in Newton's law of viscosity. This law states that the shear 
stress is proportional to the shear pate. Expressed mathe-
matica~ly, Newton's law is: 
dv.x 
'tyx = 'Jay 
where '} = the viscosity (uni ts of poise} 
~ = the shear stress (dynes/cm.2) 
yx ' -1 
dvx/d.y = the shear rate (sec. ) 
(8) 
·, 
., 
i 
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Newton's law adequately describes the flow behavior 
of many pure fluids like glycerin and water, and some solu-
tions like sucrose in water. However, polymer solutions and 
suspensions (like printing inks) callously break Newton's 
law. It is therefore necessary to construct other models 
which provide better descriptions of these materials. Such 
a constitutive equation is the power-law. This law, or 
model, of flow behavior predicts that when the log of the 
shear stress is plotted against the log of the shear rate, a 
straight line is obtained. 
The reader should not come to the conclusion that, on 
the basis of the previous statements, the power-law exactly 
describes all flui.ds. In fact, one of the materials which 
is used in a latter section is only crudely approximated. 
However, what is claimed is that the power law is a signifi-
cantly better description of the behavior of some fluids 
than Newton's law. The situation is quite similar to that 
found in thermodynamics for descriptions of gas behavior. 
Some gas laws can be defined which may fit a particular 
set of data better than the ideal gas law fits the data, 
but it should always be remembered that any of these models 
may not describe all materials. 
Expressed mathematically the power-law is 
dvx n-1 dvx 
'tyx = m dy dy ( 9) 
15 
where n = the power law exponent 
m = the power law coefficient 
Newton's law is a special case of the power-law for which 
n is 1. The apparent viscosity (defined as the ratio of shear 
stress to shear rate) of a power law material is given by 
Equation 10. 
dv 
YJ a = m dy x 1 
n-1 
(10) 
where 1a = the apparent viscosity 
The apparent viscosity can either increase or decrease 
as the shear rate increases, depending upon the value of n. 
Materials whose apparent viscosity increases (shear thicken-
ing) are called dilatants and have values of n greater than 
ono. Materials whose viscosity decreases with increasing 
shear (shear thinning} are called psuedo-plastics and have 
values of n less than one. Materials whose viscosity does 
not change with changing shear are called ~ewtonian and 
have a value of n equal to one. 
Ono last point to be remembered is that none of these 
laws account for the commonly observed phenomena of time 
dependency or thixotropic behavior, or viscoelastic phen-
omena. 
Mathematical Derivation 
After substituting the power-law constitutive equation 
into the equation of motion, it can be integrated with re-
spect toy to yield Equation 11. 
., 
_j 
16 
d n-1 d ~ VX lg! 
. a y I dy = ; dx y + C 1 (11) 
where c1 = a function of x only 
Solving Equation 11 for the derivative of v with respect toy 
yields Equation 12. 
dvx 1 dP 1(1 
-= -T.:-y+C n dY m UA , 1. 
- l)/1 dP l 
·\max Y + c1 (12) 
At this time, the term~ defined by Fquation 13, shall be 
introduced. 
1 dP ~ =--::r-y+C 
~y mux 1 (13) 
so that Equation 12 becomes 
1 
~v; = ,~yin - 1 qy 
This equation can be integrated with respect toy to obtain 
the velocity as a function of y and the derivative of the 
pressure. 
1 
m I n · I f n vx = dP/dx n+l; ('),y ~y { 15) 
where c2 = a function of x only. 
In deriving this equation, division by dF/dx has been 
performed. Therefore, the restriction that dP/dx = 0 must 
be imposed on Equation 15, Because ot the no slip assumption, 
the ve"tocity of the fluid at the surface of either roller is 
known. At the surfaces of the rolls Equation 15 becomes: 
l 
"x,h/2 = d Pidx [n~ll "ii121 '&h/2 Iii + C 2 ( 16) 
) 
l 
I I-m n n and Vx:h/2 • dP/dx n+l ~-h/2 ~-h/2 + C 2 
The equation of continuity can be written as 
h/2 
Q = r V dy. - constant for all X 
.J -h/2 X 
where Q - the volumetric rate of flow. 
17 
(17) 
(18) 
Substituting Equation 15 into Equation 18 produces 
Equation 19. 
1 
Q - J_:~~ (aPiax n~l 11yJ'!l:rJil 
Integrating this equation yields 
+ C ) dy 2 (19) 
· l.). 1 I 11+1 11. fl l m n\·n ,. '1' n - , Q = :JP/dx, :1_n+ll \2n+i'/ . '&h/2 "n/2 - &-h/2 '&-h/2 n l+hC2 ( 20) 
Let us consider a point at which the derivative of the 
pressure is O. By the assumptions such a point occurs at the 
point of film split. At that point Equation 5 becomes 
which yield::i 
dvx 
--- = a constant dy 
(21) 
(22) 
Thus when dP/dx = O, the velocity is a linear fllll.ction of y, 
and by analytically integrating the equation of continuity 
the equation for volwnetric flow can be determined. 
equation is 
This 
. I 
18 
(23) 
I •. 
where h* and x* are the values of hand x when dP/dx = o. 
The term ~2 can be eliminated by subtracting Equation 
15 f:ttom F.qua.tion 16 and by multiplying Equation 15 by h and sub-
tracting the result from Equation 20. These operations yield 
two new equations 
I x2\1;2 m i n , l. · l 
(U1 - U2l \ 1- F2) = dP/dx \n+l I :llh/2 l!lh/2 n 
'l 
- \J._h,21's_h,2r 1 
I 
(24) 
l 
. x2 \ 1/2 - mh , n ; ' I tr 
Q - hU1 \1 - ~ i - - dP/dx ~n+l/ ~--h/2 ~-h/2 (2S) 
( m \ 2 /..!L\ __..!Ll f. * + 1 jk+ 11 
+ \dP/dxj \n+l1 l2n+l l~h/2 ~h/2 - '&-h/2 'Q-h/2 J 
Therefore, if a value of the film split is guessed, a flow 
rate, Q, can be calculated and the value of c1 and dP/dx at 
any value of x can be calculated by successive approximation. 
To accomplish this approximation, Equations 24 and 25 must 
first be rearranged to 
. 1 + 1 
'· x211/2 / lr· I In 
r, = O= -(U1 - U2l ', 1 -jil! + dPidx ;n~l L "1t!21 &h/2 
l
k tl l 
- 's·-h/2/'&_h/2 ' 
(26) 
·~ 
] 
1, !. 
! 
i 
.. - I 
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- - . I x2 )l/2 mh { n I f 
F - O - Q - hU1 t1 - R2. + dP/di \n+l f &-h/21 ~-h/2 
(27) 
2 . r, I 1 + 1 I I.! + 1 ·1 
· \dPidx) :(n~1j [2n~1) \'llh/21\12 n · 1!1.h/2 a.h/2 n J 
where F and Gare arbitrary functions which are forced to 
zero by successive approximations and~ is defined by Equa-
tion 13. These equations also suggest that the limits which 
can be used in the iteration because several terms in these 
equations are not functions of dP/dx or C • In the program 
1 
shown in Appendix A, the sum of the absolute values of P and 
G is used as the error criterion which determines if a solu-
tion has been reached. This sum cannot be greater than 0.001 
times the constant term with the smallest non-zero absolute 
value. The constant terms are shown in the equations below. 
Kl= Q (28) 
I 2· 1/2 
K2 = bU1 \ 1 - ~l (29) R I 
K = ( Di. - U.') } (30) 3 C. 
where K1, K2 and K3 are .functions which are independent of 
r.1 and dP/dx. The value of dP/dx calculated by this method 
can be.numerically integrated to obtain the pressure at the 
point x + 6x, where 6x is an increment of x and xis the 
point for which F,quations 26 and 27 have been solved. 
Thus it is possible to determine P by integration over 
the range of x from an ~nitial value to x*. The technique 
/ 
. ,, I /, 
• ''. i 
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is illustrated in Fig. 2. The b.c.'s are calculated from 
the assumptions. Next, a value of x* is guessed and Q is 
calculated from Equation 23. dP/dx is then obtained for the 
first value of x by successive approximations. A value of 
the pressure, P, is then determined for the next interval via 
Euler integration. The process is repeated at the new value 
of x and the pressure curve is integrated by numerical tech-
niques until x~i- (the point of film split) is reached. At the 
completion of the integration, the values of P and dP/dx are 
checked and, if these values are outside the allowable error, 
a new x* is calculated by successive approximation using the 
Nawton-Raphson algorithm. The integration is then repeated 
with the new value of x* and Q. The successive approximation 
of x* is continued until a pressure curve is calculated which 
has a zero pressure gradient and pressure within limits speci-
fied within the program. The limits on these terms are that 
the pressure must be less than 0.001 times the maximum pressure 
and the derivative must be 0.01 times the derivative at the 
beginning of the integration. While the absolute value of 
the allowable error for the exit pressure varied with the 
2 data, it was generally in the range of 0.01 nt/cm (about 
0.015 psi) nnd the error for the derivative was about 0.1 
nt/cm2 for the data in Appendices D and E. 
It is important to note the parameters which must be 
specified to describe a mill by this approach. These parameters 
are the roll diameter, the roll speeds, the power law exponent 
adjust 
x* 
(t' i~U l'C 2 
I•' 1 ow Ch a rt 
of Holl Mill Program 
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calculate 
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.EXIT 
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and coefficient and, lastly, the nip clearance. This last 
property is of little interest to the ink manufacturer and 
is difficult to measure accurately. The system of calcula-
tion just described can be modified so that a more useful 
parameter, the production rate, is used as one of the inde-
pendent variables to compute force. (In actual operation the 
force would be the independent variable. We have used produc-
tion rate to simplify the calculation process.) 
Production Rate as Independent Variable 
The original computer flow chart can easily be modified 
to make the flow rate an input parameter. This modification 
requires adding another iterative loop around the main part 
of the program, e.s shown in Fig. J. This modification re-
quires a value of h
0 
to be guessed. The calculations then 
proceed in the manner previously described until a volumetric 
flow rate is deter:i-rri.ned. This value is then compared to the 
desired flow rate, and if the calculated flow is within 0.1% 
of the desired flow, the iteration stops. If the calculated 
flow differs by more than this amount, a new his guessed 
0 
and the integration is repeated. 
Force 
Having shown how the pressure curve can be obtained by 
numerical tecJmiques, it is now possible to calculate the 
force exerted by the fluid against the rollers. This force 
has an equal force exerted against it by the hydraulic system 
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of the mill which is of great practical significance because 
this is the parameter which the mill operator actually con-
trols. The force is merely the integral of the pressure 
curve multiplied by the length of the mill (Equation 3). 
F /L = f x·:~ P dX 
' X 
(31) 
Power Dissipation 
The power dissipated by viscous shear can be calculated 
from. the general equation shown below 
C (sr!:'. + V ~ + V tl:. + V :} T) r> p ,)t )X Y ) Y Z ) Z 
(33) 
where Cf. 1, <L2 and q3 are the rates of heat flow by conduction 
in the x, y and z directions. 
This equation, which is a complex formulation of the 
first law of thermodynamics, simplifies to Equation 30 when 
the previous assumptions about the flow properties are made. 
~ •r Jft. X J_!_x) .,..,._, d V X 
/Jcvv.x ~x = - (- + - t xv(-d ) 
r " .<l"X dy ~ Y 
(34) 
In addition, the assumption is made that the conditions 
in the mill are isothermal. Thus Equation 34 simplifies to 
't 
,,I 
,', 
·.·· I 
.,.,,.· ' 
Substituting the constitutive equation (Equation 9) and 
performing the double integration yields 
P j x* [ h/2 dvx 
-t = X , -h/2 ~xy (~) dYdX 
25 
( 3S) 
(36) 
The term in the innermost integral may be evaluated analyt-
ically. This operation yields 
P ~~ 2 · [· 1+i 1+1] 
...2 = j x m . n \ \ 1 I I I n L x dP/dx . 2nt1) ~h/2 ~h/2 - ~ -h/2 ~ -h/2 
The remaining integration shown in Equation 37 can be carried 
out numerically. 
Flow Fields 
(37) 
A typical velocity field generated by the program is 
shown in Figure 4. As can be seen, upstream of the stagnation 
point the center of the velocity profile has negative velocity. 
This negative velocity is the result of not all the material 
passing through the nip. Some material located beyond the 
streamline which passes through the stagnation point (shown 
by a dashed line in the figure) does not get through the nip, 
but instead returns to the bank. The rest of the material 
located closer to the rollers tha~ the critical streamline 
passes through the nip. 
Shear rates are also calculable as a result of the power-
law nip flow theory. The velocity profile is linear at the 
stagnation point 
'I. 
Figure 4 
Flow Field in a Roll -Mill 
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point of minimum pressure and the shear rate is the same for 
all values of y. The shear rate at this point is given by 
Equation 38, 
( 38) 
At other points the shear rates at the rolls are given by 
Equations 39 and 40, 
( 39) 
and 
I ~ -1 
= ~ -h/2 I~ -h/21 ( 40) 
which can be derived by differentiating the velocity equation 
(Equation 15). 
Location of the stagnation Point and the Point of Film Split 
The location of the stagnation point may be found by a 
straightforward proGess. Beginning at the initial value of 
x, the computer examines the velocity profile, At every point 
before the stagnation point the velocity profile will contain 
negative values (see Figure 4). Therefore, if the velocity 
profile contains negative values, the computer increments x 
and examines the velocity profile at the new value of x. 
When the program reaches a point that has no negative velocities, 
the computer selects the pointy, which has the smallest veloc-
ity. This point can be no further from the true m:nimurn than 
the size of the grid used in the search. The computer divides 
_, 
f 
I' 
' I 
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the bank into 100 values of x, and 100 values of y for each x. 
The location of the point of film split is assumed (as 
in Taylor's analysis) to lie on the same streamline as the 
stagnation point. Therefore, the fraction of the flow adher-
ing to each roll can be calculated by integrating the veloc-
ity profile at the value of x for the stagnation point from 
the roll surface to the stagnation point. 
Negative Pressure in the Nip 
Work by various authors (12, 13) suggests that the 
values of pressure at some points in the nip may be negative. 
Philipoff (13), working with journal bearings, observed neg-
ative pressures of about 2 psig occurring in the section of 
the journal in which the nip is expanding. This suggests 
that a similar phenomenon might occur in the roll nip after 
the fluid passes through the point of mininrum clearance, but 
before the fluid splits. This effect can be sinnilated using 
the computer simulation by adjusting one of the exit boundary 
conditions; namely, the exit pressure may be made some press-
ure other than zero. Results of this analysis are shown in 
Table 1, and show the effect for this phenomenon to be neg-
ligible for small negative pressures. 
·This table shows that for a given flow rate the effect 
of a small negative pressure on the force required to maintain 
that rate is negligible. The primary reason for the small-
ness of the effect is that reducing the exit pressure does 
not ·appreciably affect the size of the pressure peak 
:, 
t· 
! 
I 
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TABLE I 
EFFECT OF NEGATIVE EXIT PRESSURE UPON TWO ROLL MILL SIMULATION 
FOR A PRODUCTION RATE OF 1, GM/CM/SEC 
Density= 1 gm/cc; power law coefficient = 100; power-law 
exponent= ,7; flow rate a 1. gm/err/sec; radius = 10. cm; 
roll speed= 100 rpm and 100 rpm 
Exit ?eak Nip Point of 
Press:e Pressure Force Clearance Split 
lnt/c } (nt/crrf) (nt/cm) (cm) (cm) 
·O 48.3 23.6 .00769 .l36 
.. •),· 
-~, • O') 47.0 22.3 .00758 .140 
--20 .. 1 47.7 19.9 .00733 .149 
-34,5 48.0 17,5 ,00709 .157 
6~ 9 - . ) .. 45,9 6.0 .00661 .172 
occurring on the inlet side of the nip. Since the only WA.y to 
obtain large negative pressures without cavitation (which would 
lead to splitting) is to use highly purified and degassed mat-
erial, the assumption that the pressure is zero at the point 
of the film split seems valid because after only a few passes 
on the mill the fluid contains large quantities of air bubbles. 
Testing the Program 
The program was tested by comparing i~s predictions to 
those from equations derived by Taylor (4) and Brazinsky (9) 
for cases in which either theory was applicable. Taylor's 
analysis, describing the milling of Newtonian fluids, and 
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Brazinsky's work, describing the calandering of sheets of 
power-law polymer, are both specific cases of this more gen-
eral solution. Taylor, however, used different boundary 
conditions (4), and, therefore, the program was written so 
that both the boundary conditions listed above and Taylor's 
could be used. A computer program (shown in Appendix B) 
using Taylor's equations was written and checked to provide 
solutions to his equations. These solutions were compared 
to solutions from the power-law nip flow program for iden-
tical test cases. This check validated the power-law pro-
gram for the special case of Newtonian fluid. Graphs of 
h0 /h1 (where h1 is the roll separation at the point of en-
trance) from Brazinsky's work (9) were used to check the 
program with that source. These results agreed within 3 
significant figures. 
Effects of Variables on Flow Rate 
One of the features of the nip flow theory is that it 
allows for the qualitative comparison of the effects of in-
dividual variables on the operation of the roll mill. For 
instance, the model shows that if all other variables are 
held constant then increasing the Newtonian viscosity (or 
power law coefficient in the case of power law fluids) re-
sults in increased flow through the nip (Figs. 5a and b). 
This conclusion which might at fi~st glance seem to contra-
dict hydrodynamic theories of other systems, can be easily 
explained. In order to pass through the nip of a floating 
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Erf~ct of Viscosity on Flow Rate for a Newtonian F'lui<I 
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roll mill, the fluid must force the two rollc apart. This 
force is provided by the viscosity of the fluid. Thus, as 
viscosity increases, the separation between the rolls in-
creases and, therefore, the flow rate increases. Note that 
the line in Fig. 5a is slightly CU!'Ved, as can be seen by 
comparing it to the tangent at the origin (dashed line). 
Similar reasoning explains why decreases in the power 
law exponent result in decreases in the flow rate (Fig. 6) 
when all other variables are held constant. Decreasing the 
exponent to a value less than one simulates a shear thinning 
fluid. The smaller the value of the exponent, the smaller 
will be the apparent viscosity at high shear when all other 
terms are held constant. Therefore, by the same reasoning 
described earlier, the flow rate will decrease. The size 
of this decrease for sMall changes in the exponont is of 
particular interest because the flow rate for a given force 
appears to drop exponentially as the power law exponent is 
decreased, indicating that this term is of great signifi-
cance in the overall relationship that determines flow 
rate. This significance is also shown in Figure 7 and 
Table 2. 
Table 2 shows that the force for a given production 
rate is significantly reduced as the exponent decreases 
(this can also be seen from the dimensionless Equation 46). 
Note. also the slight decrease in the nip clearance as the 
exponent decreases. This result indicates a change in the 
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Effect of Power Law Exponent on Flow Hate 
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flow field which would result in blunter velocity profiles 
which, in turn, imply higher shear rate near the wall. 
TABLE II 
THEORETICAL EFFECT OF POWER LAW EXPONENT UPON VARIOUS 
ROLL MILL PARAMETERS FOR A GIVEN FLOW RATE 
Constant conditions; density= 1 gm/cc; production rate=. 
1 gm/cm/sec; roll speeds= 100 rpm and 100 rpm; power law 
coefficient - 100 
Power Law Applied Nip X Coordinate 
Exponent Force Clearance of Split 
nt/cm cm cm 
0.4 1.82 .00761 .139 
0.7 23.6 .00769 .136 
1.0 322 .00778 ,133 
1.3 4590 .00782 .132 
1.6 67300 .00784 .131 
The most importe.nt variable in controlling a floating 
roll mill is the force applied by the hydraulic system. 
This force is balanced by the outward force exerted by the 
fluid. The force controls the total flow by pushing the 
rolls closer together, thereby reducing flow. Figure 8a 
which illustrates the force-flow relation for several values 
of the power law exponent, shows that the volume of flow of 
shear thinning fluids at extremely large flow rates is ex-
tremely sensitive to changes in pressure. Experimental 
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data (Fig. 8b) shows the same qualitative trends. 
The effect of other milling conditions on flow rate 
may also be explored using the theory. Increasing the 
radius of the rolls, for instance, tends to increase the 
flow rate. When surface velocity of the rolls is held con-
stant, the flow-radius relationship appears to be linear on 
a log-log plot (Figs. 9a and b). The slope is a function 
of the power law exponent. 
According to theory the ratio of roll speeds has no 
influence on the total flow for Newtonian fluids, and only 
a small effect on total flow for highly non-Newtonian fluids 
(Figs. 10a and b). 
It should be remembered that Fig. 10 shows the total 
flow and not th~ fraction of the total flow adhering to each 
roll. This fraction, as will be shown later, is strongly 
a function of the roll speed ratio. 
Lastly, in Fig. lla and b, the theory predicts that the 
effect of increasing roll speeds is to increase flow rate. 
The shapes of these theoretical curves appear to be unaffected 
by the type of material in the nip. Experimentally, the speed 
of one roll was fixed at 210 rpm. The total roll speed, 
therefore, could only be changed by changing the roll speed 
of the second roll and, hence, the roll speed ratio. Fig. 
12 shows the results of this combined change on total flow. 
The relationship between total flow and roll speed appears 
linear; however, this appearance may be the result of the 
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relatively narrow range of speeds used in the experiments. 
Dimensionless Analysis 
In order to reduce the results of the computer program 
to a more tractable form, dimensi.onal analysis of the roll 
mill variables was performed to determine an approximate re-
lation of the variables. 
The eight parameters used in the analysis are shown in 
Table III. Six of the terms are dimensioned and there are 
three dimensions, therefore, according to Focker (14) the 
system may be represented by five dimensionless groups as 
shown in Equation 41a. 
Term 
r 
JTl 
Q. 
n 
TABLE III 
ROLL MILL VARIABLES 
Definition 
Sum of surface velocities of rolls 
Ratio of difference of velocities 
to the sum of velocities 
r = {U1 - u2)/(U1 + U2) 
power law coefficient 
Volumetric flow rate per unit 
length of roll 
fluid density 
Force per unit length of roll 
Roll radius 
powor law exponent 
Dimension 
Dimensionless 
-1 n-2 ML ~ 
12~ -1 
ML -3 
w;-2 
L 
Dimensionless 
. ' 
' 
' \ 
_s_~ [/,Alf.\ f F \ UTR g n-2 , , \ 2 1. , n, r mUT ; .UT (-)R ... 
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(41a) 
The group on the lei't side of the equation is a d.imen• 
sionaless flow rate. When n = 1, the first group in paren-
theses becomes the :Reynold'snunber, the second term is a 
ratio or roll force to kinetic energy, and the last two terms 
are dimensionless terms listed in Table III. 
F,quation 41a can be rewritten as 
(41b) 
where the Reynold's number has been replaced by the product 
of the Reynold's number and the force num~er. When this group 
is used, the p9wer-law roll mill model predicts that the flow 
term is independent of the force number ( se.e Fig. 13). Thus 
the function g can be rewritten as 
The· approximate relationship between the flow.number 
and the Reynold's-force number (the first term in the paren-
theses in Equation 42) can_ be determined by examining the 
variation in Q for changes in F when all other terms are 
held con$£ant. This variation, shown in Figure 14, can be 
approxi111ated by the equation 
. , !. K FRn-1 ,a1/n 
__s_ = 1· 1 . . I ' 
·u~"'' ._1 mUTn . . K 
(43} . 
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where K' is a ftmc~_ion ot r and K1 is approximately constant. 
Using this infol'Jl'lation, Equation 42 can be approximated 
by 
(44) 
where K
1
&·K2 is a constant determined froni regression analysis . 
of data generated by the model 
The form of the functi.Qn g' can be approximated from the 
following analysis. According to the model, the terms n and 
r interact so that Q is independent of r when n = 1 (see 
Fig. 10a and b); that is, .when the fluid is Newtonian. Fur· 
thermore, the effect of variations of r becomes more signif-
icant as n becomes more different than 1. 
A possible form qf g' which would fit these observations 
is a2r ·a3 g' ( n , r· ) = n n (45) 
where a2 and a3 are constants. 
Thus the approximate form of the flow equation is 
(46a) 
The valu~.s ·of the constants a1 , a2, a3, K1, and K2 were cal-
culated from computer rims listed in Appendices D and E using 
' 
regression analysis. The regressio!) __ showed that the last 
term had little correlation with the flow number, and ther,-
t'ore ,' could bn ~.ropped. After dropping th-is term the' equation 
., 
, _,1_ •1·;)" · 
,- ~ r. -.. ,1• . 
-, • 1 'LI' ~ r 1" 
becomes 
(46b). 
Values of the remaining co~stants are shown in Table VII. The 
uni ts for the various terms are QR (c·c/cm/sec)·, UT (cm/sec), 
m(gm/cm/secn-2), force (nt/cm), and R. (cm). 
TABLE IV 
VALUES OF THE CONSTANTS ~OR EQUATIOU 46b 
Term Theory .Experiment 
al • 980 .631 
a2 .302 -1.55 
-5 5.94 X 10-J Kl 5. 92 X 10 
K" .105 
. 4 
2 
5.05 X 10-
The analysis shows the last term invol.ving the differ-
ences of the roll speed to be both the least significant and 
also the least precisely determined. Eliminating the term 
a n 2 from Equation 46b and determining the remaining.constants 
from the theoretical cases and experimental data change the 
remaining c·onstants very little as can be seen by comparing 
values in Tab~ JV with those in Table V. 
(47"a) 
\ 
'. 
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11° 
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TABLE V 
VALUES· OF THE CONSTAMTS FOR EQUATION 47a 
T&rm Experiment 
• 983 .587 
5.62 X 10-5 8.11 X 10-3 
.108 
I 4.25 X 10•4 
11.'he most serious discre_pancies between experiment and 
theory occ~ with non-Newtonian fluids. If the fluid is 
Newtonian, Equation 47a becomes 
·mu. al 
Q - Kil-'!\ 
UTR - · ~ F j (47b) 
The constants a1 and K1were determine~ from experimental data 
using only runs milling polybutene, which is nearly Newtonian. 
The calculations were performed by assuming that for this 
material n = 1 instead of its measured value of 0. 974. Also, 
the constants were determined for a series of sets of tJ::).Eio-
retical calculations all using n = 1. These results are 
shown in. Table VI. 
TABLE VI 
VALUES.OF THE CONSTANTS FOR EQUATION 47b 
·Term '.Theorz Experiment 
1~025 .986 al 
.$.17 -6 1.,, 10·6 iK· x::J.0:,-:, ; X : 
.,. 
_, 
\, 
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Note that the differences between theoretical and ex-
perimental values of a and K (Table VI) are much smaller 
than the differences obtained when all experiments are con-
sidered (Table IV and V). This curious result will be more 
fully exami.ned in the Results and Discsussion Section. 
F.xtension of the Two Roll Mill Theory to Three Roll ~ills 
The dimensionless relation just derived relates the 
total throughput through the nip of a two roll mill to the 
force·exertect by the material against the rolls. Most roll 
mills, however, are of the three roll variety and therefore 
the method of calculating the production rate from the force 
must be extended to include three roll mills. The principal 
flows and forces of a three roll mill are shown in Figure 15. 
The first part of this analysis, involving the relationship 
of various flows, was performed by Taylor (4) and is repro-
duced here because of the significance of the resulting equa-
tion. Taylor's analysis, however, did not include a force 
balance because he was not working with a floating roll mill. 
The flow through the feed nip is labeled Q0 • If the 
fraction of the total flow, Q0 , which remains on the second 
roll is f
1
, then the flow on the second roll (Q1) is f,Q0 • 
The material coming into the second nip is from the 
second roll and also from the material that is left by the 
blade at the takeoff point. If the total flow to the blade 
is Q
3 
and the fraction removed by the blade is t then the 
Figure 15 
· Flow Through a Three Roll ~lill 
Ft 
~--
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total flow into the second nip is 
(48) 
It will be shown later that the fraction of ink that 
enters a nip and is transferred to a roll is solely a function 
of the ratio of the roll speeds. For the two roll nips in a 
three roll mill, the fractions are defined in F.,quation 49 and 
so. 
(4 9) 
(50) 
where f 1 = the fraction of material in the feed nip that ad-· 
heres to the second roll 
r
2 
= the fraction of material in the apron nip that ad-
heres to the apron roll. 
Ono may substitute Eouation 48 into 49 to obtain 
(51) 
This equation can be solved for Q3. Replacing Q3 with Qt/t 
and Q
1 
with f
1
Q
0 
yields Equation 52 which relates the produc-
tion rate (Qt) to the flow rate through the feed nip. 
tf1f2 (52) 
The equation relating Qt to Q2 can be determined from similar 
manipulation. 
\. 
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(53) 
The outward force exerted by the feed nip (F1) and the 
force exerted by the apron nip (F2) are balanced in a float-
ing roll mill by the force exerted by the hydraulic system 
(-Ft). This is shown in Equation 54. 
The forces F1 and F2, furthermore, are related to 
appropriate nip flows through Equation 46 b. 
(54) 
(46 b~ 
These flows are, in turn, related to the total flow, Qt' 
through equations 52 and 53. Therefore, it is possible to 
write equations in which the nip forces are functions of the 
total flow and the other roll mill parameters. 
I ; tf1f 2 (55) 
'il-f2(l-t) 
(56) 
where UT and rr are associated with the feed nip and UT and 
1 1 2 
l" 2 are associated with the apron nip. 
S4 
Sumirling these equations and rearranging the terms yields an 
expression for Qt in tel'Dls of Ft 
(57) 
·' 
·I 
·,, 
\ 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Materials 
Four materials were selected for milling. These mater-
ials were: 
1. A 3.63 wt. percent solution of polyisobutylene in decalin. 
2. A low molecular weight polybutene sold by Amoco Chemicals 
under the trade name Indopol H-35. 
3. A suspension of carbon black in mineral oil prepared for 
the experiments by J.M. Huber Corp., Thornall Street, 
Edison, N. J. 08817. 
4. A web offset black obtained from Tenneco Chemical, Inc., 
711 Camelia Street, Berkeley, Calif., 94710. 
The H-35 was selected for its Newtonian flow at high 
shear rates. All the other materials are highly non-Newtonian. 
The polyisobutylene solution and the carbon black in mineral 
oil both seem to follow the power law model. The web offset, 
however, presented special problems which are discussed in a 
later section. 
The polyisobutylene solution was prepared in the follow-
ing manner. First, three small (about l pint) samples of 
various concentrations (2.51, 4.88 and 8.39 weight percent) 
were prepared. The viscosities of these materials were deter-
mined for shear rates from 15 to 300 sec.-l on a precision 
scientific viscometer (couette type). The power law con-
stants for these test solutions are given in Table VII. 
\ I 
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Stress vs. shear rate plots are shown in Appendix F. 
TABLE VII 
POWER LAW CONSTAUTS AS A FUNCTION OF CONCENTRATION 
OF POLYISOBUTYLENE IN DECAHYDRONAPHTHALENE (DECALIN) 
Temperature= 20 °c. 
Concentration 
(Wt. Percent) 
2.51 
3.63 
4.88 
8.39 
Power Law 
Coefficient 
47.1 
164 
372 
812 
Power Law 
Exponent 
.643 
.388 
.293 
.373 
The concentration of 3.63 wt. percent polyisobutylene which 
was used in the experiments was selected to give 1) a value 
of the power law coefficient (m) significantly in excess of 
100; 2) a value of the power law exponent (n) significantly 
different than 1 and 3) negligible thixiotropic or visco-
elastic effects. 
All the polyisobutylene solutions were prepared from 
material which was first diced by hand into cubes not greater 
than one quarter inch on an edge. The amounts of polymer and 
decalin were then weighed in a jar whose volume was about 
twice that of the mixture. The jar was then placed on a rota-
ting mill for a minimum of two weeks. The long time on the 
mill was felt necessary to insure homogeniety. An oversize 
jar was used to maximize mixing. 
\ 
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All the other materials were used as they were supplied 
by the manufacturers. 
Density Measurement 
The densities of the H-35 and polymer solutions (listed 
in Table VIII) were measured at room temperature with a hydrom-
eter which was left in the material overnight to reach its 
equilibrium level. The hydrometer, however, was not satisfac-
tory for measu~ing the density of the carbon black suspension 
or the web offset. Therefore, it was necessary to measure 
the weight of a known volume of the material. 
This was done by carefully sawing a 25 ml graduated cylin-
der at about the 15 ml mark, so that the cylinder could be com-
pletely filled to a known, reproducible level. The exact vol-
ume of the cylinder was then calculated.by weighing the cylin-
der empty, weighing it with water, taking the difference and 
calculating the volume from the density of water at room tem-
perature. The tared cylinder was then cleaned, filled with 
ink, and reweighed. The densities calculated in this manner 
had an estimated accuracy of 1 percent. The physical proper-
ties of the materialn are shown on the physical properties 
table in Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
Rheological Data Measured at 20°c 
Power Law 
Material Density Coefficient 
H-35 .87 73.7 
3.36 wt. percent P .I .B. in .89 16!~ 
Decalin 
Web Offset 1.02 223 
Carbon Black in Mineral Oil 1.04 356 
Viscosity Measurement 
58 
Power Law 
Exponent 
.974 
.388 
.676 
.726 
The rheological data was desired over a large range of 
shear rates. Therefore, it was necessary to use more than 
one instrument to obtain the flow curve. The four instru-
ments used were 1) a rheogoniometer (shear rate range l - 200 
sec-1); 2) the N.P.I.R.I. band viscometer at Sinclair Labora-
tory, Lehigh University (30 -3300 sec-1); 3) the Haake roto-
visco viscometer with cone and plate attachment located at 
-1 
Lafayette College, Easton, Pa. (100 - 4000 sec. ) ; 4) the pre-
cision scientific couette viscometer located at Sinclair 
Laboratory, Lehigh University (15 - 300 sec.-1). The couette 
viscometer was used only for the polyisobutylene solutions. 
All of these viscometers have maximum shear rates which are 
considerably less than the upper limit of shear rate found 
on the roll mill (about 10+5 sec-1). 
j 
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Unfortunately, due to differences in operating condi-
tions, the rheogoniometer and the rotovisco were run at two 
different temperatures (about 22°c and 28°c respectively}. 
Furthermore, the band the rotational viscometers were both 
0 run at 20 c. Therefore, it became necessary to adjust the 
viscosity curves for each material in order to obtain the 
overall profile, This was done by determining the correction 
factor (by visual inspection) for the data which would give 
the best agreement with the rheogoniometer data. The rheo-
goniometer data was selected as the base because it was 
closest to the operative conditions of the roll mill. 
The resultin~ curves are shown in Figs, 16, 17, 18 and 19, 
F.xamination of these figures shows that three of the 
materials are adequately described by the ~ower law model 
(that is, the viscosity vs. shear rate profile is a straight 
line on a log log plot); however, the plot for the web offset 
is distinctly curved and therefore does not fit the power 
law. 
From an examination of the curve, it was apparent that 
extrapolation along the tangent of the last point would not 
yield a good estimate of the power law coefficient and the 
power law exponent (m and n) because the curve was not linear 
in any section of the data, Therefore, it was decided to 
extrapolate to the ultra-high shear range (10 sec.) found in 
roll nips. This extrapolation was done by asswning that the 
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log of viscosity was exponentially approaching a limit as 
the log of the shear mte approaches infinity. The br"!st fit o~ 
the data was obtained when this limiting viscosity was 
taken to be four poise, as shown in Fig. 18. Lastly, a 
least squares straight line fit was made of the resulting 
curve over the range of 10 to 10S sec.-1 • The correlation 
coefficient for this fit was 0,97 and the straight line is 
also shown in Fig. 18. The values of the power law coef-
ficient (m) and the power law exponent (n) determined from 
this straight line approximation are shown in Table VIII. 
Roll Mill Operation 
All the fluids were run on a four inch steel two-roll 
mill which had been made from a three-roll floating roll 
mill by removing the third roll. The roll speed ratio was 
changed by replacing the drive gears which powered the sec-
ond roller. In this way, three roll speed ratios were pos-
sible, namely, 1:1, 2:1 and 3:1, with .the fast roll always 
operating at 210 rpm. Naturally, these gears were changed 
as infrequently as possible to minimize wear on the roller 
shafts as well as the gears themselves. 
The temperature was controlled by means of cooling water 
whose temperature varied between 10°c (in winter) and 20°c 
(in summer). The temperature of the room was maintained at 
220c year around. The temperature in the bank was measured 
illll'llediately after the mill was shut off with a mercury bulb 
thermometer for several of the initial runs; however, after 
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a while, it was felt that nothing more could be gained. from 
this crude measurement, and so it wan discontjnued. These 
temperatures are shown in Appendix C. 
The pressure gauge was calibrated, and the force per 
unit length of roller was calculated by determining the total 
force applied by the hydraulic system and dividing by the 
distance between the two wedge plates. Before the start of 
each run the pressu:>e was raised to the desired level wi.th 
a manually operated hydraulic pump. During the run, the 
pressure was monitored to correct any drifting which rni~ht 
occur. 
Material to be milled was poured into the bank until 
it came to the top of the rollers. The mill was turned on 
for about two minutes to allow the system to equilibrate 
(excect for the polyisobutylene solution which ran for less 
time because of its volatility). 
At the end of this time the mill was stopped by means 
of an,eiectric brake which brought the mill to a complete 
stop in not more than a quarter of a revolution, The mater-
ial was scraped off lo'l.own areas of each roller with a razor 
blade and wiped.onto a tared paper towel which was then re-
weighed, From the difference in the weights of the tared 
towel and the towel with ink and the size of the surf&ce 
aree scraped, the flow rate could be calculated using Equa-
tion 58. 
(58) 
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where m1 and m2 = the mass scraped from the first and second 
rolls 
''i a.,d r 
2 
= the velocity of the first and second rolls 
in rpm 
2 A= the area scraped in cm 
Three scrapings were made at each milling condition. The 
averages cf the weights were used to calculate the flow. 
Anomalies with Some of the Polyisobutylene Runs 
· Several of the attempts to mill polyisobutylene solu-
tion produced unusual results. The material did not leave 
the nip in an even film, as did the other materials, but 
rather left the nip as discreet droplets on the rolls. This 
phenomenon was found at higher pressures; however, it was not 
a function of pressure only. Runs for which this occurred 
had significantly lower flow rates than those for which the 
solution left the nip as a film. Therefore, these runs were 
not included in the analysis of the results because it was 
felt that some other phenomenon, probably dealing with the 
surface properties of the solution, was at work. No attempt 
to examine this was made. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Fractional Split 
The flow rate for each roll was measured for every run 
and this result was compared tot.he frJ.ctiona.l spl!lt .. coriputed 
from the theory. For a given roll speed and material the 
variation in the experimental data for the fractional split 
was felt to be solely due to errors in measurement. Conse-
quently, all the runs having the same roll speed and material 
were· averaged togther, Columns labeled E are experimental 
results, columns labeled Tare theoretical results. The 
results are shown on Table TX. 
TABLE IX 
PER'.~ENTAGE .. SPLIT IN TWO ROLL MILL 
M9.teri1c1l Speed Ratio Percent on Fast Holl 
1-1 2-1 3-1 
E T E T F. T 
.. 
. . . 
P. r. B ... iR 'Def. a,l in. 29.6 50.0 82.9 69.0 9:,,3 83.8 
H-35 49. 7 50.0 78.4 72,4 85.6 81.2 
Carbon Black . 1n 49,6 50.1 74.7 68.5 80.9 80.2 
Mineral Oil 
Web Offset 49,8 50.0 73.3 70.8 86.0 78.8 
Average 49. 7 50.0 77.3 70.2 86.0 81.0 
The variation for the theoretical values at the same roll 
speed is a result of the crude method used in the program to 
find the stagnation point. Note that for roll ratios of 2:1 
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and 3:1 the theory predicts a smaller fraction on the fast 
roll than was found experimentally. This is felt to be the 
result of the technique used to measure the flow rate. If 
a constant amount of material remains behind when the rolls 
are scraped, then the measured fraction on the fast roll 
would be greater than the actual fraction. The results con-
firm, therefore, the predictions of the theory. 
Example of Three-Roll Mill Calculation 
· The full significance of Equation 58 and the power law 
nip flow theory is best illustrated by an example of the type 
of calculation which can be performed. Suppose a mill oper-
ator has to mill ten pounds of an ink whose power law coeffi-
cient is 100, power law exponent is 0.7 and density is 0.8 
gm/cc. The pressure on the mill, he lmows from experience, 
must be one thousand psig on an eight inch diameter three 
roll mill which is ten inches long. Hew long will the job 
take? 
Assume that the hydraulic 1•ams operate on an effec.ti ve 
area of eight square inches so that the actual force exerted 
on the rolls is eight thousand pounds. 'l'he rolls are 25. !~ 
cm long so that the force per unit length is 1401 nt/cm. 
Furthermore, assume that the roll ratios are 1-3-9 so that 
from ~able IX the value of f 1 and f 2 is 0.81. Lastly, the 
takeoff blade is 90 percent effir,ient at removing ink from 
the rolls. Using the experimental values of the constants 
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shown in Table IX, a flow r·ate of O. 352 cc/cm/sec for each 
centimeter of roll mill length is predicted. Multiplying 
this rate by the length of the mill gives an overall produc-
tion rate of 8.78 cc/sec. At this rate, the milling time 
will be 10.6 minutes. 
Flow Rate Prediction 
The flow rates and forces measured during the experi-
ments are shown in Figures 20a,b,c, and d, which are pre-
sented in terms of dimensionless groups. The values pre-
dicted by the power law roll mill theory (i.e., the ccmputer 
model) are illustrated by the solid line. Note that although 
results in the exper:1.ments using the nearly Newtonian poly-
butene agreed with the theory, experimental flow rates for 
all of the other materials were significantly higher than 
the theoretical predictions. For the solution of polyiso-
butylene in decalin, this error amounted to two orders of 
magnitude. 
The large discrepancies between the roll mill theory 
and experiments can result from three possible sources: 
(l) the mill is not isothermal as has been assumed; (2) the 
viscosity is a function of pressure; and (2) the fluids de-
viate from power law behavior at high shear under isother-
mal and isobaric conditions. Each of these possibilities 
will now be discussed. 
Temperattu~e is a powerful influence on the viscosity 
of most fluids. However, the difference between experiment 
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and theory cannot be explained by thermal effects alone be-
cause runs with polybutene, which has a strong temperature-
viscosity relation (see Fig. 21) are in good agreement with 
the theory, while runs with polyisobutylene solution, wh:i.ch 
has a weak temperature-viscosity relation (see also Fig. 21) 
have the poorest agreement with theory. Clearly, tempera-
ture effects alonl3 do not account for differences between 
experiment and theory. 
Pressure is known to have an exponential Affect. on 
viscosity, causing a fluid to become more viscous as pres-
sure rises (15,16,17,18). This effect has been included in 
theoretical consider&tions of journal bearings (19) end 
slider bearings (20) but, to date, no such analysis has been 
made for roll mills. Experimental measurements of lube oils, 
shnw that the vi scof;i ty can increase by as rr.uch as three 
orders of magnitude for a pressure increase as great as pre-
dicted by the power law roll mill theory (15,16). Measure-
ments of low molecular wt. styrene (17) and polye.thylene 
melts (18) predict more modest increases. Nonetr.eless r.uch 
an increase in viscosity at these high pressures could 
cause the flow rate to be higher than the theoretical pre-
dictions because, as explained earlier, viscosity provides 
the force to push the rolls apart. If this factor were the 
source of error, then either the viscosity of polyisobutene 
is more insensiti ,,e to pressure than other materials used in 
the experiments, or the effects or pressure and viscosity 
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Figure 21 
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balanced fortuitously for all the milling conditions of,, the 
experiments. 
The last source of error is deviation of the fluids 
from power law behavior at high shear rates. One possible 
cau:,e of this deviation is easily explained by considering 
that the power law model represents the behavior of a real 
fluid only in a given shear rate range. Above and below 
this range (which varies for each materinl) the fluid be-
havior pattern can change significantly. This phenomenon 
is illustrated in Figure 22 and can be described by the 
Ree-Eyring model ( 21,22) in the low shear rate ro.nrc :'1rr, thi: 
Reiner-Philippof model (23) throughout the entire range. 
The power-law roll milling model, however, assumes that the 
fluid exhibits power law behavior throughout the entire 
range of shear rates. 
Figure 16 indicates that, for the polyisobutylene 
solution, the power law model might not be accurate near 
the highest shear rates encountered in a roll mill. The 
figure shows the viscosity of this solution predicted by 
the power law model from viscosity data taken b-elow 6()0 
-1 sec •• The vertical line marked "a:ppPox:tmate uJl)per limit 
of shear" represents a!l estimate by the theory of the 
upper shear rate renge. Also shown are the viscosities of 
ci~and trans-decalin. Note that in the vicinity of the 
upper shear rates, the predicted viscosity, which is based 
on an extrapolation of greater than two orders of magnitude, 
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Figure 22 
Transitions between Power Law and Newtonian Behavior 
real fluid 
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comes within an order of magnitude of the viscosity of the 
solution. This large extrapolation presents the possibility 
that the fluid makes a transition to Newtonian behavior in 
this region. 
Yet another reason for suspecting deviations from power 
law behavior can be shown by comparing the deviations from 
theory shown in Figure 20 with the power law exponents of 
tho fluids, This comparison (shown in Table X) reveals that 
the magnitude of the deviation tends to increase as the 
power law exponent decreases. In other words, the amount 
of deviation seems to be related to the amount of non-
Newtonian behavior assumed, as is shown in Table X. 
TABLE X 
I-<'r!if:TTr1NSHIT' BETWEEN DEVIATION FROM THEORY 
AND POWER LAW EXPONENT 
H-35 
Carbon Black in Mineral Oil 
Web Offset Black 
P.I.B, in Decalin 
Power Law 
Exponent 
,974 
,726 
.676 
,388 
Average of 
Ratio of Measured Force 
to Theoretical Prediction 
1.18 
3.oh 
7,02 
22.88 
The average for all experiments of the ratio of the. experi-
metnally measured force to the predicted force and the power 
law exponent are shown in the Table. 
;. ' 
-. ; i 
' ' '! 
.. I 11 
CONCLUSIONS AND suriGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
The results of the power law roll mill model and ex-
periments have proven that the split of the total flow pre-
dicted by the power law roll mill model is in excellent 
agreement with experiment. Furthermore, the model prP,dic-
tions and experiments show that this split can be assumed 
to be a function of the roll speed ratios only. 
Secondly, the discrepancies in the prediction of 
tota1·r1ow indicate that the effect of pressure on viscos-
ity and the behavior of the ink at high shear must be in-
cluded in any future attempt to predict the total flow rate 
in roll nips. 
Lastly, it has been. ·shown how nip flow theory can be 
extended tothree roll floating roll mills. The simplir.ity 
of this extension suggests that future work ~ight be con-
ducted on a three roll mill, which is of nnich greater prac-
tical interest than the two roll mill. 
'l 
' 
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APPEN~IX A 
FORTk~N ~RQ;~AM FOR MILLING OF.POWER ~AW:fLUtOS 
~ 
C. 
·G 
C 
C 
l., 
C 
C 
C 
(, 
C. 
"' C 
c.. 
C 
" C 
C 
~ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
( 
C 
C 
(,, 
C 
C 
C 
PROGRAM ~OLMIL <INPUT, OUTPUT, PLOT, TAPE99 = FLOT) 
EXTERNAL DE~V 
CO MM 0~'"' 1 / X < 1 n 1) , ~ 1( 101) , r 2 ( 101) , D U O 1) , U I ( 1 DO ) 
COMMO~ /STUF/J,~,ETA,RHO,N,k,RPHt,RP~2,Q,Fl,GT,RLJW, 
1 OPX,'-tl) 
OIMENiI0N P(101>, Y(101), QF(10), NTITLE(8) 
DlMEN.iION Flll (L+), PitH (I+), S~U( 100), SH2( 100) 
RF.AL :J,rl, HO, HS 
DATA ;~/~HGRAPH/ 
DATA ~~llJ/ 2 HNU/ 
1 CONTt:WF 
PFf\2 : u. 
J3 = ~ 
P~0GR~M ROLMIL SOLVES THE SIMPLIFIEU EJUATIONS OF 
MOTIO~ FO~ A ~OLL MI~L WHICH IS MllL1NG POHER LAW 
FLUIO AT ~TEADY 3iATE. 
THE l:4PUT i'At-.AMETE;~s ARE 'LISTED ON TdE TABLE f;FLO.~ 
IN lM£ U~DER OF THE!~ APPEAR~NCE JN THE OAT~ rt~o~ 
THE .FIPST C.OLUMN IS THE FIFLL, THE SECONu T~ lH!: 
FOf:.TRAN F1FM·AT, TMrf. THIRD IS Tt1E r~~.Jt,t Of THE lE,<M 
At.i.[J TrlE i:"OllR1 d L> T~,:: :1EF TNI1 I~Uid, 
~o~s~ F~R~Al ~AME 
11•1:i ~5.2 t. lA 
10-2n ;rc,.2 ~: 
21·25 ,=r;. 2 I.. 
2u•3U F!:i,2 r:i'M1 
31-·35. ·F5,2 ~PMl 
·~6-40 FS,2 PS 
. ( 
r E F I iH TI UN 
T Hii Ulf th I T Y l 1~ GM / CC 
THE Fl o·w i(ATE (JR PKOOUCTIJN 
iATE) IW ~u/CM/'3EC 
TME PCil!lti:R L"W COEFFICIFNT 
THE POWF.R LAW EXPO-N.ENT 
THE RiJII OF THE 1\0LLS IN CM 
THE SPEED Of TH£ Flr-.ST RJI.L 
IN !.'PM 
THE SPEED OF THE 2ND ROLL 
THE ClVITATLON PkESSURf AT 
TH( PCil~T OF FILM SPLIT IN 
PSI . 
. ' 
-c, '+1"!'4S: .. ,~s ·uRA"PH 
4:- .: f ·; ·. 
A CONlROL. VAl\1Al3LE WHICH 
1CAUSE$' THE GALCuMP PLOTTER (,, . ;.} ,, . 
., 
}·~ .~i:.~;i F; ~. :· ·:1-,, 
''\• ,',.·,.,,',-.. 
. ' ' 
C, 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
(., 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C, 
C 
C 
( 
G 
C 
46•47 A2 RN01 
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TO DRiW A G~APH UF THE P~ES-
~~RE CURVE WHEN THE 
W·ORD GRAPH A?PEt\RS IN HHS 
FI ELD. 
A CONT~OL VARlABLE WHICH 
CAUSES THE PROGRAM NOT TO 
PRINT VELOCITY PROFILES WHEN 
THF wc~o NO APPEA~S IN T~IS 
FIELD 
A CONTROL V~RIABLE WHICH 
DETERMINES THE 30JNOARY 
CONDITIONS. WHEN THE WORD 
NO APFEARS IN THIS FIELD T~F 
PROGRAM DOES NOT USE FFAZERS 
SOLUTION FOR THE BANK RfGION. 
THE PPOGKAM BEGINS TH£ INTE-
G~ATION, I~3TEAO, AT THE 
BANK•~ WIT~ AN INITIAL F1E5-
SURE. LF ZE~u. 
THf R~TIO OF THE START OF 
THE INTEG~~TION TO THF. ROLL 
RADIUS. UEFAULT = 0.1 
TME 01\T.l G_ARU IS PREGF.l)ED BY A TITLE CARD HHI(H 13 
READ Ll~uEF 8A10 FO~M~T. THE TITLE IS PRINTEU t.T THE 
BEGINI14G OF T"iE OUT?·JT. 
~F.AD £+013, (NTITLFCI>, I= 1, 8) 
4013 ~ORMAT (8A10) ~ EA D 2 , ~ M J, 11, ET A , Nil R, r:"-P M 1, RPM 2 , PS-, GF.. AP H ,
1 k.M01, :HIO, BA~ 
2 FOkMAf (&F;.2, 1AS,!AZ, 1~~.i.) 
IF <A.FiCRHO).EQ. O.> GO TO 61 
PRINT 11.10, (NTITLECH, t':s 1, tU, RttO, Q.1, ET~, N,, 
1 kt R.:1t11, .~PM2 . 
10C FO.f:MAT < 1H1, 9K, '"-#Qt!,&:;~ LA;w r.o~L MIL~It~tG•, /, 
1 10X, 8A1\.,. /, 
1 i)(, •FLUID OEN5ITY : •,f10.3, "GN/~S•, I, 
2 SX, •FLOH RATF = •,Et~.3, • CC/C~/SEC•, I, 
3 5 X , • PO ~·ER LA ~I M = ", f 1 0 • 3, / , 
!+ S X, • Pl) W;~ R LAW N = • • f.10 • 3, / , 
j 5X, •10LL RAJIUS = •,fl0.3, • C~•, I, 
b"' !;)(, •3Ptf.D 1ST ROL~ = •,f10,i, " RPM•, I, 
7 5X, •)PJ:F:!' 2ND ~Ot..L = 4 ,F10,3, t iPK9t 
P~INT 101, PS 
1u1 FO~'r1AT, l SX, •P~ESSIJ}~~E AT XS = •,£10.S, • P.SI4 > 
IF (8~0 ,NE, RNO) G3 TO &GC3 
IF (8.\NK .tO, Cl,> :)~r~K = 0,2 
PRINT ~ado, 6ANK 
,&.p,ju ,FORMAT(5'!C, •x<+IHll~:k> /r:t.. = •,E!0,3) 
,, 
·\ .. 
., 
.. ' r ; , ; I 
':, .i' 
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&010 
&003 
PRINT b01G 
FOi,t1A.T (5X, •NOTE, Nu BANK I~ ASSUMEU Fo~· lH.IS RU,~•>· 
C 
C 
C 
COt-.TINUE . 
IF. (G~ ,EJ, G~APii) C~LL NAl"PLT 
FO = F0''+451o5, 
PS= (6,89~73E+04l•?5 
THE FOLOWING STATE~ENTS SET THE INITIAL CONDITIONS 
Pt= J, 
X ( 1) = - 8 AN~• R 
FDIVL1 = 0, 
IF <Birn ,EJ', P.NO) GO TO 0001 
X(1) = - 0,1 4 R 
Pt= (1,0133f+G&)/1033,3•a.9•R~O•~ + 
1 (3,1~1S3/15,)•(RPM1 + RPH2)•ETA•9qg, 
~0IVL1 = (1,C133E+Q&)l1033,3'0,40S•R•R•R~O 
1 + 197,1/15•"'3,1415(32"' (RPM1+fPM2)•i{•ET~ 
6 0 0 1 C O t-4 T I!\i U E 
HO= n.o~5 4 R 
RP~i ~ R~~!/bQ, ~ ~~12 = RPH?/60, 
00 4010 IFJR = 1, 10 
XS= G,474•3Q~T<~•HJ.> 
OPX1= (3.•3.1415/15,) 4 (RPM1+RPM2)•ETA•R•R•R 
1 /X(1)/X(1>/X(1)/X(U 
U1 = z.•~PH1'3,1~15'~ 
U2: z.•RPM2~3.1415-~ 
DO 3 I = 1, 2 t 
;>CU = Pl 
OX= -X(1)/gg, + XS/~q. 
HS= HJ +2,'K - z,•SJRT(R'R - xs•xs> 
~ = (~1 + U2)•SJRT(1, - cxs,~>·•2,•H~/2, 
Ct(U = (lJl - U2)/(.-0 + X(1)'Xt1)/i.~) 
O.PX = !PX1 
0(1) .: OPX1 
JMAX = 1 
Plt-.il(U = f-11 J: PINT(2):;: 0, i PINT(3l 
C 
C INTEGRAT': FROM XH> TO X(100) 
(, 
00 4 .J = 1. , 1 J 0 
H = HJ +2.•~ - 2.•S1~T(~•~ - X(J)•i(J)J 
fl= H'U1 4 ~QRT(1, - X(J)•XlJl/~/R) 
GI= cu1·- U2) 4 SGRT(1. - (X(J)/R)••2> 
JF (GO 3'ji:J, 4u1, 33·3 
3~~ .Itr (AJS(i,l) - ABS(FI)) t+OO, '400, ... 01 
400 IF (A3S(GI> - ~BS<Ql> 402, 4(2, 4Q! 
'+Di IF.<.AaHFI> - A8S(Q·)) 4U4, 40'4, 40.5 
4G2 RLOW: A9S(Gl) 
,\.· ,.·· ' 
~O ,,TO 4C ~ 
403 ~L,O.H. = J. 
G:G, ,..to '+ 0 c; : 
4'0·'+ ~iow : Fr - ~ /I ,!, '..,;, J : ~- ' ':I r 
o. 
,, 
' . 
'.t 
\ 
., 
' ! 
't 
r1· _.1 -
.. if~·:,: } ;: . 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
(, 
L 
4Q:; CrJ~Tii'.'IE . 
MMAX = o4 
IVOOE ·-PERFORMS THE '~UMERl.CAL INTEGRAlLON ·ANO CALLS 
SUBROlJTINE OERV WHICri soi. VES THE SUCCESSIVE APP:~0)(-
IMATiaNS FOR UP/OX. 
CALL IV~OE(X(J), X(J)+OX, 3, 3HREL, 1,0E~03,MMAX, t, 
1 l='lLL, i>tNT, ClE~V) 
P ( J + 1) = Pl'IH C 1 ) 
FnIVL = ?l~T<2) ; 
PL = ? INT (3) 
O{J) = [lOX 
1 F ( P ( JJ • GT. P ( J MAX ) ) J M ~ X = J 
SET TiE INITIAL VALES OF THE FU~~TIOH~ TQ BE 
INTEGR~TEu Ih THE ~EXT INTERVAL, 
X(J + 1) = X(1) + l='LJAT (J) •ox 
Ct l J + U = 't 1C J )· 
4 COt·;T I\ UE 
PER!: ~BSCP~ - ~(J)J/P(JMAX)•1Q~. 
IF ((P£i(1 ,LT. 0.1.> .AND, (0(100) .LT, J,Oi•OPX1)) 
i GO TJ 31 
PCH = P < 1 b a> • Pi 
IAI,,. = 1 
IMt..X : 2 
CALL L.·AGSH3(XS, PCM, I, IAA, 1,1, Ut.A.}0 
3 co~ TINUE 
PRINT 32 , PFPl, XS, PCJ) 
32 FbR~AT .(5X, •~ELP? ~,/, 3(5X, E10,!)) 
3 1 C·O ~ T HI.LIE 
p]: 10J, 4 (1, - Q/~1) 
IF (AiS(PO) .LT, O,U GO TO t.011 
., 
11i" IAA :a'! 
IMA)( :z · 2 
CA LL i.. ~GS H 3 ( 1:1 0 , ?,Q • IF OiR , I A " , 0 , 19,, HU f.J 
··.··· 
4010 
4011 
i.012 
COIHl~Utr 
PRINT ~~12, lFOR 
FOk~Ar,~x. •NIP 1,~,ATID•J= •• II) . .::, .. ~, •, 1•' •· •'t/. 
111 
PRINT 111, I 
FOI\MAT< 
1 §X, ~TTE~ATIONS = •, ll) 
. FOLT ~ FD! VL 1 + FIJlV·L . ,t 
. PR l NT 1 0 ?. , F [; I V L 1 , ' F 0,1 V•l , Fnt. f. • PL ·• ll , M.O , X 5 , 
1' (X(IA), PUA), C1(IA·> ,. X·CrAt.56), P(IA+!;O), 
..\· r '"l 
2 C 1 (l 14 +; 0 > , ' l A = 1, ;. 0 ·> ·1 • ' • 
102 FO.RMAT ( //, ,10X, •COMPUTF.C' f:AfA•, //, 
1 1 Sx,.•BAtJK FIL = •• E1L,3, • OYNE/CM•, /, 
1 SX, •NIP FIL = •, :Etc.:~, • DYNE/CM•, I, 
1 i5X:, "rORCF/LF.NGTH = •, E1C.'5, • DVNE/C"4•, /, 
2,5X, •po.w~.~ OlSP:, = •, F10,3, I, 
.-'J ·sx, •FLO~ .~·'-'·TE: = •, E10 • 3, • CC/SEC•, /, 
,,,. 
,. 
1 •j 
,', i, 
"1 'I 
~. f \ I 
' : -; . ,• 
. ' ; i.t.'r;.,_.\,':;: l '''r 
• ,:.:IJ 
. '. 
., '· 
. ::, . 
\·' ... 
i:. r\ i:~ "'1 
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3 SX, ~NIP. = •,E10,3, • CM•, /, 
4 5X, ~X COOR~INATE•, /, 
5 5X, • UF SPLIT XS= •,E10,J, • CH F~OM NIP•,//, 
~ 1~~' •P~ESSURE .QIST~IBUTION•,////, 2X, 2(8X, 
,7 •x(C~, •• 9X, •P(OSC)•, 10X, •c1•, 4X), ,, 
8 50(/, ·sx, E10,3, SX, E10,3, 5X, E10,3, 5X, E10,3, 
g 5X, E10,3, ~X, E10,3)) . 
IF (G{ ,NE, GRAPH> G~ TO 60 
CALL JtKPLT (X, P, 1~0, 14H•X-AXIS IN CH•, 
1 21H'PRESSURE IN DN/SQCM•, 
2 3~H•PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION I~ THE NIP•> 
CALL ENDPLT 
o J CONTINUE 
i)Q 3 3 J = 1, 10 0 
H = H'J +2,•~ 
DPX = OCJ) 
- 2.•sa~T(R'R X(J)'X(J)) 
IF <A3S(OPX) ,LT. 1,c::-70) GO TO 511 
~i1 = QPX'rl/ET,/2, + ClCJ> 
RA2 = -~PX•H/ETA/2, + C1(J> 
FU= f.X?C~LOG<ABS<~At>)•((1,/N) + 1,)) 
FO ~ EXPC4L0l,(f,B$(RA2»•c<1,/N) + 1,J) 
C 2 1 = !J 1 • S .J iH C 1 , - X C J ) • X C J > / i~ lR ) -
1 El·A•~•F9/QPX/(N + 1,) , 
C22 = u2•sJ~T.(1. X(J)•X(J)/R/R) 
1 ElA•~•FJ/OPX/(N + 1,) 
C3 = ETA•ETA•N•N/DPX/OPX/JN+1,)/(2~•N + 1,)/H 
:, 1 0 
35 
~11 
34 
33 
C23 = ~/H - C3•(Fij•RA1 - FO•RAi> 
C2 (Jl = (C21 + C22 + G23) / 3, 
PER1 = ABSCC21/C2CJ) - 1,) 4 100, 
PER2 =· Ad~(C22/Cl(J) - 1,l'100, 
PER3 = ABS<C23/C2.CJ) - 1,)•100, 
IF (PER1 + PER2 + PE:~3 - 1,5) .~4, 34, 510 
P~INT 3S, J, C2(J), .;21, C22, C23 
FORMAT CSX, 4 t·ffLP 3', ';,Xi I2', t+(SX, E1r,3» 
GO TO 3Lt 
C2(J) = U1~SQ~T<1. - XCJ)•XCJ)/R/R) 
CONTii~UE 
CONT IrllJF 
C 
t THE A~~AYS P, b, C1 A~O C2 ARE NO~ 'FlLLED, IT IS 
t THERE~O~E POSSIBLE TO CALCULATE THE STAGNATION 
C POINT, T~E VELOCITY ?~OFILE5 ~ND t~t STREAMLINES, 
C FIRST TH( $TAGNATI0N POINT IS LOCATED, 
c-
.JINX = 1 
00 36 T = 1, 100 
~~HO t2,•R - 2,'SJ~T(R•R • X(l)•X(l).) 
. J1 = 0 
·QY1 = -i/9·~. 
V(11·> : ._-H/2, : 
;[)'0.r;}3 t·:";J ,.·:: 1, 10 0 . 
_- -.~;:~.<A~1·\=·:::~)f ~1~11,ot~;,i~J,'.~it,,t.•:> ·~-ABS .<·iJ (f :> •v cJ.> /ETA 
,t .·~<•.ti .• + . .-f.,/NJ + G.N i,) . 
,-·' 
I,, 
+ C·1<I» 
,, 
------~-- --
I,. 
• .• .• J, ;':jr 
,( (i ! .:: i_ -+, .li; :r J° \ f, I., ! 'f '• { ~ ' ' ;: ,-\.~·, · ·,, l , ' 1 ii · \ ' · '. · · ·· " .. ' ' :, _i :, . ;': ,r·.t·, 
,,'-,', .•• ' ., '•, _t' ,~ ,,- , '• f, ,, \•' I \tl ,1 I ·\ 1 , - \; ' /1, ~ 
'.t . 1':' >r::j ~f • ),- -,·"• :. · , . • , , , I , 
\:,J 11"·:' ,:· ·.~~. ->iJ..J/~·!f,·~- J', 
·-,··- ... __ .. , .... ____ ... _ ·-···-· ··--·-'·"··· ·-··· .. ~. ·-· .. -..· ·. •.', :'· _., .. ···----
... '2-. - --------··- ----··-··--··-·· --· 
.... ---·--·-·-·-···-···--·-····· as -··-·----
·--·-------··-----·-,·If: .. lU.I(JU _GOO, &01,· .601. ··--
600 Ji= 1 
...... _. ---~----- _f>._O_t_~Q.NTl~.y_~ ____ :. . __ .. . .· ... ·-·· ____ ... 
IF (UI(J) .LT. UI(JINX)) JINX = J 
Y <J + 1 > = Y t..J > + .O'( _______ .. __________ ---·· ------' 
37 CONTINUE .. 
. . .. __ : ___ -···-···---... If_(J1> ..... 6 .. 0 2, .. 602, _ 517 .. . . .... ___ ..... 
517 CONTINUE 
.......... __________ 3_6 __ CONT.INUE ___ .............. _ ..... __ 
PRINT 39, (Y(J1), Ul(JU, Ji= 1, 100) 
3 9 FORM A I ( 5 X, • H Eu> __ t_t.• ,_1_,_1.o_oJ.L.t.. .5.X, ... E 10 •. 3, .. ~ X, E 10 •. 3.> ) ______ _ 
GO TO 1 . . 
_____ ... ---··-- __ 602 .... CONIINUE _________ .... 
U01 = UI(JINX> 
. ------·····--·Y3 . =. _ Y _C_J_INX> 
C 
---·····--·-__,,C..__-LTl::i_E_f_L._OU.ROM_lltE ___ SECOND .. ROLL ..... I.S .. CALCULATED ___ ANCL _ -··-·-· ·-·-------
C USED AT SUBSEQUENT VALUES OF XTO COMPUTE 
_ .C..... THE LOCATION OF THE STREAMLINE THAT PASSES. THROUGH 
C THE STAGNATION POINT. 
_C .... -
00 40 J3 = 1, 4 
..... ____ 't_Q ___ Qf:. (J3> --~ _ f.LOAT .<.J3) :''.J/5. . QF1 = ETA'ETA~N•N/D(I)/OCI)/(N+t.)/(2.•N + 1) 
QF2 = EXP(ALOG<ABS(DCI)•Y3/ETA + Ct<I>>> 
1 •(t./N + 1.>)•(0(l)'Y3/ETA + C1<I>> 
QF3 = EXP(ALOG<ABS(·H'O(l)/ETA/2. + C1(1>>> 
1 •(1./N + 1.))•(·H•O<I>IETA/2. + C1<I>> 
_____ QF(S>. = QFt•COF2_-QF3) + C2<I>•<Y3 + H/2.> 
PRINT 104, XCI), Y3, U01, QF(5) 
104 FORMAT (//, 5X, •x COORDINATE•, /, ~x. 
1 • OF STAGNATION•,/, 
1 SX, • POINT = •,E10.3, /, 
2 SX, •y COORDINATE•, /, 5X, • OF STAGNATION•, /, 
···-··------·~· .3 5X, • POINT = 
4 SX, •VELOCITY AT PT. = 
S 5X, •FLOW ASSOCIATED•, 
6 E1.0.3) 
•,E10.3, /, 
•, E10.3, /, 
/, SX, • WITH 2ND ROLL = •, 
----·=· PRINT.103, <Y<IA>, UI(IA>, IA= 1, 96, 5), Y(100), 
1 UI(100) 
.. ___ .1.0.3_ FO.RMAT Cl, 10X, •VELOCITY .DISTRIBUTION FOR X =. STAG•, 
, 1 •NATION PT.•, //, 10X, •Y(CM>•, 10X, • V •·, /, 
2 24X, •CM/SEC•, II, 21C5X, E10.3, 5X, E10.3·,/)) 
2 E10.3, SX, E10.3,I), 5X) 
IF <RNO .• EQ. RN01> GO TO 1 
C . 
C THE LOCATIONS OF THE STREAMLINES ARE CALCULATED 
. ···-··--·-··---·--c----FiOM .THE -·coN·oi"i'ioN· THAT FLOW .. A&oss THEM IS ZERO.- ·-·--- .. ·---··-·-······· 
C , 
J = 0 
,, 
.. ~J _.:==.. ___ I._. -- ... 
. ··- ·-· ~ --- . '.~ .. _, .' 
GO;'tto 70 
.. ----· - ---·-·---·-.1.,1---·~~.0-rii:.: J~~-==+~~-'~rQft--?-·~ - .. -- -··---·~ ... ... : : -~ ------- -. ... _ -- .. ___ .,.. ··--·----.................. -
,1 
.... ~-··•· -· ... ,_. :· . ~ - . 
~ ',, 
. ~'. . 
/.' 
'· :~·: ', ' , 
~:, 
'i ' .. 
:, ' 
; :. l, 
_,._; \ f/'.f l\f~ 
'.(;\, •. ,. ",t:.f·.-:;:H,;q.·, 
' . ·' 
, p;· 
,· '!. 
,., 
)~~ 'i. 
·,_:,.·· 
rl =HJ+?~•~ - 2,•SQ~f(R•P - X(J3)•X(J3)) 
YU) = •H/2. 
OY = ti/.1C)', 
IJO 4'2' J'4 = 1, 20 
IF fA8S(0(J3)) • LT, 1,E-70) GO TO 4t12 
UI(J4) = ETA"N/1J(J3)/(N+1,)• 
1 A8S(J(J3)•Y<J4)/ETA + C1CJ3>>•• 
2 (_ i. + l • / 1~ ) + C 2 ( .. , 3 ) 
GO TO 4t>1 
"82 UI (JL+) = (=J1 - U2)/'i•Y (J4) + U2 
481 Y (J4 + i> = Y "<J4) + ">Y 
42 COtHir:UE 
PPINT 1J'.?, X( J3) 
1J~ FORMAT (//, 1QX, •FLOij P~OPE~TIES AT X = •. FS,3> 
PRINT 150, CY<lA), UiUA>,· It.= 1, 20> 
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1SO FOh::~AT C/, SX, •VELOGIT'f DIST~I8Ull011•, //, 
1/1,10'(, •Y(CM>"dOX,• V •, I, 2:+X, •;M/SFC•, ll, 
2 ?C(5·(, E1J,3, :>X, 1='10,3, /)) 
H = HJ +2,•R - 2.•SJ~T(R-~ - X<J3>•X(J3)) 
C 1~0'4 LC.CATE" THE STf~E~;1LI.JE5 
7 ~ 00 4 3 I~ :: t, :.i 
I 1 = J •. 1 ~ = J .. · DY = 1-i/ 1. 0. 
YCIA) = -~/2. + H•]F(l,U/0 
I F U, d S ( Ll <. J ~ > ) • L l, 1 • E -7 0 ) G O · T O 4.~ 
1lF 3 = ,Fl 5 < - H ,v. ·J < J 3 ) / E T A / 2 , + ( 1 l J 3 )) ...,. ( 3 • + 1 , / N ) 
l / < - H" '.)( J 3 > / ET A / 2 • + C 1 ( J 3 )) 
. QF1 = ET°A•FTA•N•N/IJ(J3)/0.lJ3)l(rtif + 1,)/(c.•N + 1,) 
0~) 44 {j = 1, 15•) 
QF2 ~ AlS(J(J3)•Y<I~J/ETA + C1(J31)••(3. + 1~/~) 
1 / <O LJ 3 ) • Y <I Id I E.T A + C 1 < J 3 > > 
1 ES = fJF t • ( f.l,F 2 - 0 F=' q +- C 2 < J d "' < Y < i A l + H /o? • ) 
PF:f'.- = (tJFS/Of(lA) - 1, > •1Ge. 
IF (A1,pr.·(, • .LT. o-.n. GO TO 4S 
IF C P ;:- .< > P Q, :i O, 81 
8~ IF (I.~> 8?, 82~ 83 
8 3 U Y z ,) Y I '!. • 
82 Y<IA) = Y(!~) + :JY 
I1 = 1 
GO TO 816 
d1 IF <It> a,., cA, 65 
d5 DY = iJYi 2. 
~4 V<IA) = Y<IA> JV 
I2 = 1 
,iu CONTIIUE. 
L+L+. CONT H,UF. 
P'RlNT '6~, PFI,, .Jf.•S • Y (t Al 
4o FORMAT (5X, •~EL? 5 •, I, 3C!R, ttt.~Jt 
4:, CC,~,Tlt~UE 
I+ 3 CONTI:'tUE 
Pi-UN T 1'0 E, , ( Y <I A ) , 1: A = 1 , 5 ) 
10'o FQ!<~A.T (//, 111X,,. •srf-{EArlll1iE ,P'uINlS•, I, 
1 tO(f(. f.1 :~ . .:,)),\,~ . . ' . 
'!F:HJ.ijfi.(l,., :01),·,~d TO'' 7~ · 
'' 
,' 
~.,. ' 
' ~ /. 
I .. . '• ' ·~ ' .... ,· i '.'!l :· ,t' \ ' .·"' ~ '. 
, ... .,. 
' .. 
41 CONTl~,·uE . 
73 IF <.J> 500L, 12, 5~~0 
72 J ~ ((1 - 6)/5)•5 
GO TO 71 
b1 CONTlilUE 
~ALL EX!T 
C 
C COMPUTE TrlE WALL S~EAR RATE FOP BJTH ROLLFPS A~D 
C PkINT OUT A TABLE JF VALUES. 
C 
5000 ao saJ1 J = 1. 10n 
~=HJ• z.•k ~ 2,•5J~T(PnR - X(J)'XlJ)) 
PH1 = UCJ)/ETA•H/2. + Ol(J) 
I F ( A 1S ( ~ H 1. > • LT • 1. E - 7 0 ) Gu T J 5 0 Q 3 
SHl(J) = A35(?H1>''(1.IN - 1.l•PH1 
Gu TO ::iuJ'+ 
~003 SHl(J) : J. 
~OU4 PH2 = -~<J>lfTt•Y/2, + C1CJ) 
IF (A:b(r'H2) .LT. t.E-70) r,o TO 5Q05 
SH2CJ> = A~S(t'H2> 4 "(t./N - t.>•PH2 
GO TJ 50(1 
~Cut;; SH2<J> = ·~, 
~U01 CJhTINUE . 
PRINT t;))Z, (X(J>, '>·H(J), Sti2(J), X<J+~dl, 
1 SHt(J+.iJ), S1-i2(J+53), J = 1, 50) 
~GGZ FORMAT <I, 5X, 'r4ALL SHEAR I~ R£CIPRO~AL ~FCOt-.[G",· 
1 / , 2 X , 2 ( 7 X , "' X ( C M ) • , 4 X , ' 1 S T ~ A L L S H E AK ~ N D \.J A L l. • 
2-' SHEAR">, l, 5'H::i'<', f.:tC.~~. ?'<, E1Q .• 3, ;,X, ~1r,.3, 
C 
C 
C 
C 
(, 
C 
C 
(' 
( 
(. 
C 
(.. 
C 
3 5 X , ·r.:: 1 0 • 3 , 5 X , C: 1 0 • .S, 5 ·X , E 1 J • l , I) > 
GO TO 1 
rtJ:i 
SUBKO'JTlNf JE:.RV(UGH, P[X, ~9' 1) 
OIMEN:;ru~~ PIX (3), 0Ql((3) 
COMMO:U.:.1/ X(101>, :1<10t>, (2U01), !)(101), Wl(tur) 
COMM O ~ I .i f J F / J, H, FT~ , R ,t O, ,-i., I\, l!Jillrti1, ·: :,:,1 t! , Q:,,f I, i I , R L J W , 
1 '.)PX ,'iO 
RFAL ~ 
SUBRO'JT°I :H Qt.~ V SOLVE: .i ?Hi Sl!GC E SS I V'ti i\.P;>.f..tU X JI\ Al·IJ i. 
FOP TrlF 1E~IVATIVE OF T~E PRfSSU1E ~IT~ ~f~PECT TJ 
)(. THE TF:\i1S IN TM£ C14t·Ak:~f(f. li»T~lt".ib ARf OfFINED 
8ELOH • -
PIX 
00,C 
Pff 1Al vf. c·P 11l£ l@tra:IIMtlf.1 
v·tf.iH A 8L E lt. 
\ • I •."• 
. -
.,. l~Hif',:;l~J.OLVJii)UAi;,; '£L.'f~E.'.., rs .• OF, :q),1 X· .. A·N) oox ARF L 1s1:e:~·· 
'··: - ' ' -, ' -., ', ,·- -- ', ' 
C 
-
-.:=- C 
. ' . C 
I. 
t 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
l,; 
C 
C 
C 
C 
(; 
C 
C 
• "! ? ' . 
... ~ / • • ..,i 
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BELOW, 
PIX<U ANn OOX(1.) THE PPfSSURE AN1 THE 
OHUV.ATIVE OF T~E P~~ESSlir{E 
AT THE VALUE JF X, 
PIX<2f ANO OOX(2) 
PIX en ~N[J ['Q)( 0) 
THE P~ESSU~E ~N0 rHF INTEG~OL 
OF THF PRESSURE WITH REPECT 
TO X <lHAT IS, THF FORCF) 
EV~LUJ.-TEO FR0;1 THE H~lTJAL 
VALUE OF XTO 1rlE C~RRf~T 
VALUE OF X. 
THF CVMULATIVE MEAT FOk~ATION 
ANO THF. QERlVATIVE uF lHE 
FO~MA1ION OF ~EAT ~lTH 
RFSEC1 TO X. 
H =HO• 2.•R - z.•SJDT(R+r - UGH•JGH) 
fl O 5 .J 2 = 1 , 1 S 0 
IF (AlS(J!'X) .LE. 1.1:-70) t;:J lll 3G1 
RA1 = .:,)x•~/fT~/~. + Cl(J) 
Rk2 = - )ilX~lt/[TA/2. + v1<J> 
F B : -~ )( r' ( ~ LO u ( t. 8 ~ ( R ~ U ) • (( 1, / N) + 1.)) 
FU= ~XP(OL~L(,dJ(RA2))"((1./~) + 1,)) 
F P. = < N 1 < N + 1 • , , • ·c FT A , 1~ P x > • • 2 
FE= H•FT~/JPX 
FC = ir~•(FB•FO> - F~•F5/f.A1 
FL•· M•M/JPX/2, 
FM :a: f,flr[fP./tPX/0.?X•N./('4+1.) 
Fl~= Z,•F.T~•t.TA•N•W/11PX/QPX/Ci'.</H-.+1.)/(2.•.N+1,> 
F O · = :~•ET .!i.., ht I {N + 1 , )I ) P X / n P X / ? • 
i:-o = -FL"'fB/R.Q1 + F'M•F~ + l"O•(F61 + F~1) -
1 Fr{" (F~·•~A1 - FD•RAl) 
FJ = ;..i•ETA•N/OPX/(!J+t.> 
F t< : ( · J • !11 / ( N + 1 • ) / ( ~ , • i·~ t 1 • ) ) • ~ T A• E TA / u·P,- / ~ 
F: -l + F~ - FJ"FJ + Fl("(F"8•~~1 - Frl'*iCAJt 
GC • ':-TA/: lX 4 (F·U..:A1 - f'[,/ .. :-2) 
GA : ETA•l·,/Dt :(/1).PX/(·'01,) 
GP :a: -GA"(FB - F'D) t H/CP~•(Fl/lAl • -F,ld~llit>I!. 
G~ s ETl~~/OPX/(N+1,> 
(i : Gl'"'(F'ii -f·!) - ,.;r 
IF (!(;>Mt - ~tu-1d ~,;, "·], ~-~; 
3$ 3 IJP X~ • (W·J( F / fr1 
.GO TO Jti. 
J:,!'J Jr~ c ;u.J> • tG•Fr.i • V•Gf-'ttt,l'•-. .• ·,,-tc) 
OPXIII .·;:,px <F•GG • ~·f.ct 14-fP~-i~;.) 
C 1 ( ,H • .;~.11 
3~'t DP X = J.r'·•·tti 
IF< A·BS ff> • A·1J$ < G > • e .• oc 11•'IH OW) o, i, 5 
lj CONTI' .. Jt 
·.,,'i'l·td·1, c1tJ>,.,DP~, .. F, ... ~ .. ~. RL:Jw, X<J) 
.7 F ,jr.:1~:Ar , , (lS x , 'i, ~i::l. P.°4;-f •.. ~·· ·1-~ (SiX.', 6.stti: ~.,. 3 F 
i- ·' 
:.~·- ~ 
' . l 
Pl\lr.JT. 77 7 
'. ' 
.• I 
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777 FORM.AT ( 4 DERV 'Hu NOT C(r4\/ERGE'•) 
CALL !:':'XI T 
b GO.NltNUf 
_I,F (O?X ,E'l. o. ) GO TO ~oc 
OQ = ~TA•~TA/O?X •<RAt•(~JSC~At)••<l,/N + 1,)l 
l - RA2•(A8~CR~2,••(t,/N + 1,)))•N/(2,•N + 1,) 
301 CONTI-..UE 
30C 
C 
C 
" (, 
C 
r 
C 
C 
L 
C 
L 
C 
(, 
(, 
C 
C 
l, 
C 
C 
(. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
(, 
t 
C 
C 
OOX(1) = U?X 
DO X ( 2) = P r X ( U 
00 X ( 3) = U1, 
RF.TUPN 
0!) = J •. 
G.O TO :n 1 
F.ND 
S1Jt3l{0JTJ.tlf rv:r::E<XJ,/..,N_,·t.,C)1l,.:J,E,PINT,DEkV) 
OIHEN~ION ?IhT<~J), OP(20> 
SU6~0UTINl rvanE PERFORMS~ fULER !NtEGRATI0N 
THE S.JlhOl'TI.·JE IS WiUTF.N SO TH,lT l T CAl'I OE "-F.PLA:F. 
A Prrn;i<AM ~.~1TrN t3Y "'· F._. SCl'IESSL{, P;<OFE~SOR OF 
CHEMI~AL f:·.';l··1F.r:·n·~G. LEHir;H uravE~SITY, ~lT11LUT 
GhtNGlNG fr!: ~t:.LLI'.fj STAT~MEJ\T. T1E TC:RM~ IN Tt-it: 
CH~~CTEk ~THING AR~ LISTEJ BELO~. 
XO 
X 
N 
Tl:i[ INITIAL \/,'4,LUf JF TH[ OEf urnENT 
VA 1UAt3L~ 
T~E FIN~L VALUE ~F THE rrPE~LENr 
VA UABll:. l1H·1 f.N CO,~T~OL IS ~ETU~NEn 
TJ T~f. C.ALLl~G R,u:IJTHIE, 
T H,C:: i·~·B F.R 1)" V AiRl A ,u: 5 l O ~ f 
I 1 r ~ G iU\ T F. D ( "1lJ S r e-1:. L E. ::> i. T MI, N 2 J 
i:'J < HH~ il·t1~0UTIW·E AS 111-FdTf~). 
~, 8, J, !j, E DUi-1:lY VllU.tBL[i WlC~ ~&: u~r) ~n 
T--tA r TH[ ·~l:3iWUfltt.E: GAili Bi usEr, 
PHi.T 
:JP 
OE1\i 
I ~:iTEAr l,jf ~~OFEiS.-.t 3t:.~I(S!=f ~'l 
CALLit.G ~~.lt11:~£~T. 
Uir: SllPPLJFO S4i\R0UllNr WNlf~ 
· PR'.lV 1Jl:S IVJJE ~ITH T11F IIALUfi If 
Tilt E li>ER I VA l i: 1/E S 
I,, 
I\..· .... 'f ;I\' · :1 
" .,
.. ' 
L INTO iWJ r~U!U:HE:·!VAL; <JVE~ WhICH f~. INTEGRAT101~ 
L IS PE~Fu'<,·1ED, IN O~OER Tu C~·A~~GE 'TH·E rJUMBER OF 
L SUBINTFRVMLi, THE VALUE CF M MU~T BE C~ANGFO TO 
·.C T~ E OFS IRF.(I 1~J"18ER, 
uU 3 J = l ~ M 
XI = .<O + CX•X0l •FLJAT ((J-1) /:1) 
GALL 1E~VltT,PINT,D?> 
:JO 1 t = 1, N 
1 PINT(I> = ;,~rH<I) + uPCI)"(X-XO)/FLOAl(M) 
3 COt-.!T I,~l.JE 
RF TUR·~ 
F:NO 
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SUUROJfltJE U-GSH'3(XX, YY, I, N, FGJESS-, IM~X) 
(; LALSWHX, Y, I, :~, :G:..,i:-ss, I~AX) r::; ~ 3EA~CH r:LdTINE 
L WHICH u .. I.VES THE OEP':'·~'.3EN1 VlklABLE (Yl 10 ZHO !3Y 
l CH t. NC, I ~b T >t E I ND E PEN J = 'H V AR J A ;_1 L E l X ) , TH l 
C :>Ul:3R0 1JTI~JL US~::, THE .. ~,l<At~GE P)LYi~IJMIAL TC UETFR.-
C MINE TrlE N;W V~LJc n= X, THE JRDE~ OF THf 
G -POLYNO~lAL I~ ~~T av TH~ USEF qUT ~UST BE LESS THAN 
( S~VFN, THF P~~~~ETE~S I~ THF CHARCTE~ ST~iNG A{E 
C LI~Tfl ~fL~~. 
l, 
(, 
C 
C 
C 
C 
(. 
l. 
C 
C 
(, 
C 
l, 
L 
C 
(, 
L; 
l, 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
L; 
\i 
.C 
c· 
C 
C 
xx 
y 
1 
lM'\ '< 
F G.JF,; S 
THE •:UR:-'ENl VALUF. JF THf 
I~.J'EPF.~()~NT VARAiBLE. THE N·~lf 
VALUE CF X IS ~F:TU,:~F.O lnROHf.H 
T:H:, TE.~..,. 
T~E CURRENl VALUE ~F T~F 
~r :>F •!OEtNT \J A I<! A~ f. 
T-iE ~t3f~ J:r TH1£.;; LA·Gb1 J liltt~ 
'lEEN GALLET l:'OR TM1SQf::>ftJOF~l 
VA ,U A Bl F • T 1:1 I S i,aU M 8 i:-R htLJ i:T ~!ff 
S~PPL!fO BV THE USE~. 
·r11 fl: MA)( I fl4,1Jt· NUl'UU~ OF ~TA PG HHS 
TJ .iE usro r1~ CAL(;:JL~TUtG 
T ff LAGl:\t,~r f. POL Yr..uHIAL WtUL~ 
IS EXT~~roL~iEU TO Trlf ~ul~T I, • 
y = ~. 
TrlF. ~AT 1(J '-' iflfi ,C:-COO'iJ 1.,··0'tii Of' 
TL.IF. I NO I: PE t ') Ettt ft.-< I A6ll lO f:tf 
FI 1~ Ti 
BECAU;;if: •Jr TH( ~Q!,l'iT ,J,.;TlOM GF friF fU"TRA'N ge9Pl,~(1iC;, 
I~AX ,\t~LJ N 11U5T ._aE V!i~UAf!L': t.AMES ON Tl-1E G·~·b.Llti'i 
s T ~ T Er1E:H.:.. OTHER Ht~~. Tl1 f. VALUES vF M ~t. L. r~l'lfA;X 
: I, " ,, ':.:'•,,,' . . 
~PF, L.",ST I.~ ~JB3EQJE,tT CALLS. HE:{C. [5 A1~ F X1•~~E-
or:- l•j 1: t,•J,'. .r::6r FORM~ 
l 
.. 
,, 
I 
.\ 
' f ... ' -~ ·, • ~ •• ' - • ' • 
- - - - - _,,. ' ,·:' -;:, ·; ~! .. 
f·.' 
'I .. 
! ' . t ,,. r ,., ,r ,: 
.l ~· .. .J ·,-1<1-;, ;r 
)tt.;·;r:,. -~Ht :.: -,~-.:,~:;) · 
( 
(, 
C 
.J = 1 
r·-1Ax = 3 
1.. 'G i. LL. L MG SH 3( X , Y , 1 , J , G , ~ , 1 to1 A~ ) 
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(, 
L M00IF1E1J b-3u-71 
C -G. ~. NIPPE R.T, Jit, 
C 
L NOTE THAT fHE FI~ST ,,;JESS IS USER .:iP-ECIFIHl. 
C 
OIMFN5ION XC7,21), Yll.21) 
IF (I .t:fl. 1> GO TO· 1JIJ 
lF (N .GT. 21) GO TJ 200 
1 F ( H' ~ X • C. T • I) Pt.\ X = 7 
JMAX = I 
IF (J!1AX .~T. IMAX) .J!1AX = If'rA~ 
!NEW = l - Cl-1)/IMIL<•lMAX 
X C 1NE'4. N> = XX 
YCINEl'4,~) ~ Y'f )('( = ). 
oa 3 ~ 1 "' = 1, J M ~ x 
~· = t. 
DJ 302 L = 1, JMAY 
IF' CL • :: Q. K > G_O TO n 2 
1\ = A~YCL,id/(YP<,N)-YCL,N>) 
302 CONTI rnF 
3 Q 1 X X. = )( X - ~ • ( -1 • ) • •-J ,'1 A X " )( C V , ~ ) 
RFTUP~J 
1Go xc1.~1> = xx 
Yf1,N) : VY 
xx= Ff,UFS3•xx 
RETURi~ 
2uC PRINT 201 
2Cl1 FO"'.MAT (5X, •LA:;..,1,u (ll/f.~LO.lt OJI' WA~:{iAik.[.:, 4 ,/,~X, 
1 •TER~,l.~ATE r'r(uGRA'1•> 
GALL =:x!T 
END 
.. .',: 
., ~- I' 
'- \~~' .. : 
'/ "" 
,. 
·-:: ·. ::~' . -,, 
,. . ,. 
,':;'-·,-. 
' 
..\ 
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APPE1rnrx (3 
FO,Ht<AN PROG~~~'1 WHICH 'JOLV.F.S TA.YLQF;~ ElJUATIO~S 
PROGR~M TAYLUR<INPUT,6UTPUT, ?LOT,TA?E99 = PLOT) 
C THIS. iROGk ~t1 S1'1ULATES THE MILLIN.ti OF NEWTONIAN 
C FLUlOS USI~G EOUATI~~S DFRIVEO Bi JAMES TAYLO~. 
C DETAILS OF THE JERIVATION MAY BE FijUND IN HIS P~D. 
C THES15 (CH~MI.;AL ENS[N FERl~G D~PA,{ifaMENT, LEHIGl"I 
L UNIVElSITY, 11~9>. 
C 
DI~EN31J~ P(10t),X(100) 
DA TA , !U ,; H i,R AP H / 
1 COt\TP:Ul 
READ li!", RH(;,:J1,ETA,r,RPM1,FP~2,P3,GR.~? 
1 0 0 FORM A T < 1 F 5 • 2 ,. 1; 5 ) 
IF (RH J • ': t}. O • > GO T J 3 0 ~· 
P~l~T 1~1, R110,1t,ET~.~~~Pr1,PPM2,~S 
1r,1 FM.MAT (1111,'+X,•TAYL;H.;S THF.OhY"'//, 
1 5 X, •FL U .i J U ~ ~~ ·:; i TV = • , E 1 b "! , • (; M./ CG• , / , 
3 s,. •FLDW ~,TL = ... Ett.1,• ~C/SEC•, /, 
3 SX, ~A~P. Vl~CUSITY = •, ~10.j, • P~I5E', /, 
5 5 X, • R.J :.. L ~ k Lll t..13 = •, i:- 1 C • 3 " ::; M• , I , 
t> _5X, "'Sf'C'.'t.J 15T r!OLL = "'• E1f.,~,• ~PM•,/, 
7 5X~ •s?~fn 2~r ~JLL = •• Fit.?,• ~p~•, / 
1 , ~x, •o~ESSU~( AT XS=•, [10.3,' PST') 
PS~ (b,Sq473E+~4)•P; 
H(;: ~.~1 
DO 10 .J = 1, 2 ~. 
)(( 1) ..: - 0 • 1 •t<. 
rl1 = iJ + X(1)~X(1)/1 
C 
C Pff C >·J.., T ~ \IT.:. UJ T '1E F i h' S I T U~ M C O·~f RT T Ci 
C. ilVr~ES/,;·1••2 
C 
P<1> = <i" ... 1J.ff+06>t1a.53.3\l>R·r~1i+o•~.g 
1 + 3. t 41 ti g ~/ l ;,. • (RPM 1 + ~ P,1'12 > • g ~ q. •Fr,J1A· 
XS= J.Lt7t+"Sr:-H(R•HO> 
lJT :: ( P r-1 1'11 + "P :~ '.-? ) • 2 • • 3 • 141 9 S 2 I 6 ~ • • '.~ 
uu 11 I = 1, 2 r 0 
i.; C OG 11 ;;c·~vt.::RGF.S ON Trtf. v;.u,E O·F P(13J) 4115lu~ TAYL.i~i 
C E ~} v A T I ~HI • 
C 
Q = UT•1Sl~. 
'PUOO> : ;><1> + .3.,.'·IlA/HO•<Ul .• · 1· •. i•Q/~1 
1 ,•JXS/H5 •X (,.1 ) l.~l+~:qlH, fRh·tO) •<A ·TA·N~(·XS:li~f i•F~·•~MH >:, 
2 •AfA.t(X{U.l6iJkl.-.<iR·1N,P> >,> > - 3 • "El~'O:f.'t'J' 
3 i<.>.is1 i .5 / H s.;. x <. 1>1,YJ/,f1 , 
lF :,( 1. E1J.:tJ'H:,il.) 1nr·1l . 
', ' 
,, 
\ 
,\ 
.· ,! ' ,' '. " " ~. 
i . 
• .• I ,-. I i \ ,: ~ ~ ... : 
X:iM = )(5 ~ (lC.v•,l('.))/(,-10-P(luO»•(P(UO)-f>S) 
GO TO 14 
12 xsN = o.1•xs 
14 • XD :: l(.S 
t'O = :> < 1 Q'Q f 
.PER = P(1~1J)-PS 
IF (P.i .~IF. G.> tlF'~ = ,>ER•10t • ./PS 
IF (AJS (PER) .LT. ~. U GO TO 15 
11 XS= XS~ 
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C 
l, ·IF THE ~OL~Tl:lN rs NJT FOUt~(l AFTE1< 2·1-0 I:Tf~ATIUNS, 
C PRINT 'N ERRu~ ~ESSA~~ AN~ CC~TINUE THE 
C CALCULA TI _u:~S. 
C 
PRVH 112, PER 
11? FOF.MAf(~X,•C.;NVEr<G~l~~E FAILVk.F 011 p•1,;x,•fRRu~ = •, 
1 E1Q •. l> 
15 CONll~lUE 
A= !.•Er,1ya•tur-1.i•~1Ho> 
B = 3.•':TA-V-Q/dO 
1 ·= A"S .. ~T (R/ 1~u> 
: = Pt1> - A•X(1)/~1 + B•X(1)/H1/H1 
1 u•AT~N(X(U/S'lRT<R"HO>> 
E, = X i • ~ T A N (XS IS QR T< .,t • -1 0 > > -
1 X(1>"'ATA~(X(1)/S1')~T<1P'MO)) + S~T<R,.tit0)/'2. 
l •AL0it(1'~0+X(1)'X(1))/(R•Mc+xs•x,,, 
F0IVL2 = A~R/2.•ALJ;(rlS/H1) + s•R/~ •• ,1.,~s - 1.,~1) 
1 + o•r:: + c•<XS•X(1U 
ERROR= 1CJ.•<t~ - l/J1) 
t F < ft ~ S < i:: .' .. 0 td .L T • :) , Q O O 1 ) C.J T u 3 0 
:HO = ·o "' ·)t/,l 
10 CONTH ,JF 
c; PRINT ~N E <~U~ :-1ESSA:;€: IF DO 1Ll P:·•A1ILi h) CUNV[R:;E. 
PRINT 3H, Ef:.~ljR 
310 FOF.MAT (~.(, •cJ.~VER'GE'1~CE 'AILUF~E J:J i,,+Q•,/, i·X, 
1 • E RRl r< = • , E 1 J • 3 > 
.30 COl~TitilJE 
C C ;:;oMPUTF FG::CF <F1JIV..>, ~:J~H:t\ CO'NS'J'!if·TI•J!l!I (PL) 
C i\NL P:<F.3:iU?F GUt~VE. 
C 
C 
C 
G 
C 
C 
A 4. • 3.•w;1HJ + 1.1t1.• (H~/lii-0) ••z 
B - AfAidX:5/:s.:)~.T<R•~J) > • ATI.NOlU)/:>lilR,<IV"rHi>l 
C = A-i+: 
.P.L ·= ETri•Ul"'UT•(.;Q~T<RIHO)•A•R + C•H{S/HS - ~(1)/,11) 
1+0,75'H·:,·•H..;/t'HJ+(XS/H·~/HS • Jl(tJfijt/tii)l 
YSllG IN JHIS PROGRA~ = •YSTtG A~ JEfl~f~ ~y TAYLOR 
·a6LAU3Et ~M T~IS· P~OGRAM T~E ~-AtlS IS lNVfijTFO 
'c(f,f·. ;·Y(N1r's RROJR"AiO : -'{(,Tt.Y~u~U, , 
'l 
,. 
,, 
!""""·, .• ,(. 
.,. t . : ,' . 
i:, ,. '. - • I ~r , 1 ,, 
. I 
I 
\ 
C 
20 
(, 
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1 (1~+~AT+iAT••?) 
BElA ~ ~L~~A••2•c1.-~AT)/6./C4LP~~ •1,)/(1.+RAT> 
XSTAG = -SY~T(~•(ALPrlA•HS - ~O)) 
YSTAG =-aEr~"HS 
F' = 2,/CRAT+t.>•<ALP~Al2~-BETA>+2,•<RAT•1,>I 
1 <~AT+i,>•<3.~ALPHA/6.-BETi/2, - 3FTA••212.IALP~A) 
2 + 2,•<1. • 1,/ALPHAt•(0.7S•~ETA • BETA••3/ALP~A 
3 • ALPHA/ 4.) 
OF = )•F 
ATA = AfA~(X(1)/SQ~T(P 4 H0)) 
X(10Ci) = XS 
OX= •X(1)lq9, + XS/~~. 
COMPUrE P~FSSURE OIST~IOUllt~ IN 00 20 
00 2 0 t = 2, 99 
X(l) = XU> + FLOAT(I-U"'lJX 
H: HJ+ X(!)~X(I)/R 
P(l) : P(1) + J.+f.TA/du•<UT-1,S 4 'l/HOi• 
1 ( X ( I> / d- .( ( 1) / H 1 +SQ :u ( R /I~ 0) • (:\ TAM < 'IC ( I ) / S 1 r T ( :-:: •HO> > 
t -ATA))- 3,'ET~'JIHa•<x<i>IHli - X(1)/rl1/~1) 
(; T~E Q,4T~ I~ t-.. JW PRI~TYD. 
C 
(' 
,J 
l, 
C 
(,, 
C 
r>RliH U2, ~UIVL1, F"JI 1JL2, HC, PL, X5, (XClA>, 
1 i:; CIA>, X Cl~+SC>, P<I~+50), :l"~ = 1, i,O) 
1J2 _Fu~:-1AT ( //, l"X, ·~JMPUTEn (.HA•, ll, 
1 ~X, "BA'l;( F/1. = •, EH,3, "DVtlC::/C~i'~, I, 
1 !>X, 'NIP FIL -· •, f1l,l, • D'fi~E/:M'f, /, 
2 ~i, •~IP ~LEA~JNC~ = •, f1C.3, 4 C~-, /, 
~ 5 X , • P J tl i:: ;--, D l SP • = • , F1 C , .S , / , 
4 .5X, 't. CuiJRLJI:·1AT~", /, 
SSA, • uF ~PLIT XS ; "',f1D.3, • CM F~uM NIP•,//, 
& 10X, ·~~E~SU~E 0I5T~1~JT!GN•, /Iii, 2~, 2(~X, 
7 • X <. C 1 > " , <j X , ,,. ? ( 0 S :; > • , 2 X ) , I , 
d 5 C (.I , c:; X , F B • 3 , S X , ~ 1 J • J, '.; X , F 1 n , 3 , S X , .: 1 r, • 3 ) > 
PRlNT 1J4, XST~G,YSTAG,~F 
.1.iJI+ FOf~"1AT (II, ~-X, •x. ~JORDINATf"", I, ;x, 
1 • QI=" ·.JT14GN~Tio·r~•. /, 
1 :i'<,. • ?ur:n = ,,.,F.io • .s, ,, 
Z 'j>(, ""Y :oaROINAfE"', /, 5X, • OF ·STAGfll~TI0 1~•. /, 
3 ? X, q. i-> 0 I iH = •, ~ 1 (I.-~, I, 
5 5X, •FLOW ASSOCIAT~J•, '• SX, • ~ITH 2NO ~OLL =-~, 
o. El0.3> 
· THE P~O~RA~ LALLS TH~ CALCOM~ PLOTTF~ TO [~~WA 
.GRAPH JF THE PR':~SU~F. cu~ VE Jr THE ~,Ii(') GRiiP~ 
APFEA~s o~ THE a~TA c~Ro. 
I.F (G~ .:JF.. uH"'"> GO TO 1 
CALL ·;~,\'"IPL T 
.CALL 11-t<PLT (X, P, 110, 14~")(-A)(lS 1~ ~M•, 
i:<:ztiH•~,:b.·e·s!">u"~ rN oNls,10,..,·· .• · . 
. :/2}/~Jij~•?}F.s~t:IRF F:Rat-1· -nrv·¢;'Of3 lt-1£ . oiv•·, 
. ''·:C;l:i... ':'.NBPLT . · 
I . 
----
l 
·)· 
,. 
,, 
-· 
.,. 
JOO 
3G1 
GO TO 1 
-PrU"H 3'Jt 
FOf,MAT(1'"11) 
CA LL E X'l T 
ENO 
95 
,. 
--- ------ ---------- ·-
. - -·~ ··-.:,-,. .. -
APPENDIX C 
EXPERIME>TTAL RESULTS 
Roll radii - 5 .08 cm.; speed o'!' f'ast roll= 210 rpm 
Run Ma.terial Force Speed of' Flow ct, on Nip Temp. 
No. Slow Roll Fast Roll lb7in nt7cm rnm cc7cm/sec cm "c. 
l Polyisobutylene in decalin 28.2 49.4 210 0.406 50. 7 0.015 23 
' 4 Polyisobutylene in decalin 28.2 49.4 70 0.334 96.7 0.008 22.5 
7 H-35 28.2 49.4 70 1.282 85.5 0.015 23.5 
8 H-35 56.4 98.8 70 0.560 88.0 0.0095 22.6 
9 H-35 113 198 70 0.314 83.4 0.006 22.4 
10 P.I.B. 28.2 49.4 105 0.250 85.2 0.010 15 
11 P.I.B. 42.3 74.1 105 0.164 78.0 0.008 
13 H-35 28.2 49.4 105 1.671 79.2 0.013 19.5 
14 H-35 56.4 98.8 105 0.959 79.7 0.011 19.5 
15 P.I.B. 14.1 24.7 105 0.309 85.0 0.014 
16 H-35 113 198 105 0.304 76.3 0.006 24.3 
'° 
18 H-35 28.2 49.4 210 2.080 51.2 0.016 23.6 
a--
19 P.I.B. 14.1 24.7 210 0.468 48.7 0.016 
20 H-35 56 .L~ 98.8 210 1.289 45.0 0.010 20.2 
- ·--, •. _-";.. : . . ~- ·-:=- ~- ' 
APPENDIX C ( Continued) 
Run Material Force Speed or Flow 'fa on Nip Temp. 
110. Slow Roll Fast Roll 
lb7in nt7cm rEm cc7cm7sec cm "c 
22 H-35 113 198 210 o.694 49.3 0.006 21.2 
23 Carbon black in mineral oil 113 198 210 0.786 48.6 
24 Carbon black in mineral oil 226 395 210 0.320 .Sl.3 
25 Carbon black in mineral oil 452 790 210 0.219 47.9 
26 Web oi'i'set black 226 395 210 0.225 49.3 
27 Web orrset black 113 198 210 0.350 51.7 
28 Web of'.fset black 452 790 210 0.159 49.6 
29 Carbon blaclc in mineral oil 113 198 70 0.249 82.2 
30 Carbon black in mineral oil 226 395 70 0.118 80.2 
31 Carbon black in mineral oil 452 790 70 0.099 80.3 
32 Webb o.f.fset black 113 198 70 0.186 82.1 --
33 Web o:f:fset black 226 395 70 0.097 80.3 
34. Web o:f:fset black 452 790 70 0.081 80.5 
35 Carbon black in mineral oil 113 198 105 0.239 74.4 
36 Carbon black in mineral oil 226 395 10s 0.177 74.6 
...0 
37 Carbon black in mineral oil 452 790 105 0.111 73.0 
-.1 
38 Web o:t':fset black 113- 198 105 0.255 74.5 
39 Web o:f:fset black 226 395 105 0.141 72.8 
40 W~b o:f:fset black 452 790 105 0.086 72.3 
APPENDIX D 
COMPUTED FLOW DATA FOR EXPERIMENTAL RUNS 
Run Material Calculated Calculated Force Calculated Roll 
No. Nip '%, on Ratio Thickness Fast Roll 
cm nt7cm lb7in 
1 Polyisobutylene in decalin .0029 2.09 1.19 .50.0 l:l 
4 Polyisobutylene in decalin .0033 1 • .50 .8.58 79.4 
3:1 
10 Polyisobutylene in decalin .0023 2.01 1.15 69 • .5 2
:1 
11 Polyisobutylene in decalin .001.5 2.41 1.3-8 67.4 
2:l 
1.5 Polyisobutylene in decalin .0028 1.85 1.06 70
.0 2:1 
19 Polyisobytylene in decalin .0034 2o04 lo16 .50.0 
1:1 
7 H-3.5 • Oll_;. 37.8 21.6 
81.7 3:1 
8 H-3.5 .0061 86.2 49.2 80.4 
3:1 
9 H-35 .0034 153 87.1 81.4 
3:1 
10 H-35 .0163 36.6 20.9 63.9 
2:1 
11 H-3.5 .0093 63.9 36 • .5 62.4 
2:1 
12 H-35 .00295 198 113 63.0 2:l 
18 H-35 .0014 54.3 31.0 50.0 
1:1 
20 H-3.5 .0091 86.7 49.5 50.1 
l:1 
22 H-35 .00.51 1.55 88.6 .50.1 
1:1 '° O> 
23 Carbon black in mineral oil .0057 69.3 39.6 49.9 
1:1 
24 Carbon black in mineral oil .0023 134 76 • .5 
50.0 1:1 
-, - ·-- '·-·_ -· - ·- .. . ·-- -- -~--,~ :: - -· --.- ... - -
APPENDIX D ( Continued) 
Run Material Calculated Calculated Force 
Calculated Roll 
No. Nip 
<%, on Ratio 
Thiclmess Fast Roll 
cm nt7cm lb7in 
25 Carbon black in mineral oil .0016 177 101 
50.3 1:1 
29 Carbon black in mineral oil .0026 858 490 
81.1 3:1 
30 Carbon black in mineral oil .0012 11+8 84.6 
82.4 3:1 
' 31 Carbon black in mineral oil .0010 3L~9 199 
78.5 3:1 
35 Carbon black in mineral oil .0023 107 61.5
 69.1 2:1 
36 Carbon black in mineral oil .0017 130 74.2 
68.3 2:1 
37 Carbon black in mineral oil .0011 187 107
 68.3 2:1 
26 Web of':fset black .0016 65.4 37.3 50
.0 1:1 
27 Web of'f'set blaclc .0025 48.0 27.4 
50.1 1:1 
28 Web of':fset black .0012 80.5 46.0 50
.0 1:1 
32 Web o:f:fset black .0020 40.9 23.4 
79.6 3:1 
33 Web o:ff'set bla.clc .0010 64.1 
36.6 76.9 3:1 
34 Web of'f'set black .0009 72.l 
41.1 79 .. 8 3:1 
38 Web of':f set black . 002l~ 40.0 2
2.9 71.5 2:1 
'° 
39 Web of':fset black .0012 59.6 34
.0 70.2 2:1 '° 
40 Web of':fset black .0008 81.8 46.7 70.8 
2:1 
APPENDIX E 
RESULTS OF VARIOUS COMPUTER SIMULATIONS 
Input Data 
No. Flow Power Power Density Roll First Second Computed Force 
Rate La.-w Law Radius Roll Roll 
Coef'f'. Ex oneni- Seed s eed 
cc CJ' cc cm rpm rpm nt cm lb in D 
S-1 1.0 100 0.7 1.0 10 100 100 23.7 13.5 
S-2 l.O 100 0.7 1.0 10 100 50 22.3 12.8 
S-3 1.0 100 0.7 1.0 5 100 100 4.27 2 .i-1-4 
S-4 1.0 100 0.5 1.0 5 100 100 .995 .568 
S-5 10 100 0.7 1.0 :.o 100 100 4.20 2.4
0 
s-6 1.0 100 1.0 1.0 10 300 300 2880 1648 
S-7 1.0 100 1..0 l.O lO 500 500 7870 4500
 
s-8 10 100 1.0 1.0 li) 100 100 30.0 17>1 
S-9 0.1 100 1.0 1.0 10 100 100 2800
 1600 
. 
S-10 0.5 100 1.0 1.0 10 100 100 368 145 
S-11 1.0 1000 0.5 1.0 10 100 100 42.5 24a.3 
S-12 1.0 3000 0.5 1.0 10 100 100 128 72.9 
S-13 1.0 300 o.5 1.0 10 100 100 12.8 7.29 
S-14 1.0 100 1.0 1.0 10 100 100 323 184 
S-15 1.0 100 1.0 l.O 10 200 200 1290 736 
I-' 
0 
s-16 0.1 100 0.3 1.0 10 100 100 1.62 .922 
0 
S-17 1.0 100 0.5 1.0 10 100 100 4.25 2.43 
s-18 10 100 0.5 1.0 10 100 100 1.15 .655 
S-19 0.1 100 o.5 1.0 10 100 100 12.6 7.17 
APPENDIX E (Continued) 
In:eut Data 
No. Flow Power Power Density Roll 
Fi:nst Second Computed Force 
Rate Law Law Radius Roll Roll 
Coe:f:f. Ex onen.t Seed Seed 
sec cc cm r:e:rn. 
r:em nt cm lb. in 
S-20 1.0 100 93 1.0 10 
100 100 .781 .446 
s-21 O.l 100 0.1 1.0 10 100 
100 105 60.2 
s-22 1.0 100 1.0 1.0 10 
150 50 323 184 
s-23 1.0 100 1.0 1.0 10 133 
67 323 184 
_ s-24 1.0 100 1.0 1.0 10 
167 133 323 184 
s-25 1.0 100 o.s 1.0 10 150 50 
3.97 2.27 
s-26 1.0 100 0.5 1.0 10 
167 33 3.78 2.16 
s-27 1.5 356 0.726 l.Oh 5.08 
210 210 42.5 21-1-.3 
s-28 1.5 144 0.762 1.02 5.08 
210 210 23.3 13.3 
s-29 1.0 73.7 0.974 .871 5.08 
210 210 998', 570 
S-30 .5 100 0.5 1.0 10 
100 100 6.20 3.54 
S-31 .5 100 0.7 1.0 10 
100 100 38.8 22.2 
S-32 1.0 100 0.4 1.0 10 
100 100 1.82 1.04 
S-33 1.0 100 1.3 1.0 
10 100 100 4500 2620 
S-34 1.0 100 1.6 1.0 10 
100 100 67,300 38,430 
S-35 1.5 150 .5 .5 20 
100 100 21.2 12.1 
S-36 1.s 150 .s l.O 20 
100 100 21.2 12.1. ..... 0 
S-37 1.5 150 .5 l.5 20 100 
100 21.2 12.1 
..... 
S-38 1.5 150 .5 2.0 20 
100 100 21.2 12.1 
S-39 1.5 150 .5 10 
20 100 100 21.2 12.1 
s-40 1.5 150 .5 .1 
20 100 100 21.2 12.1 
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Stress vs. Shear [01· Test Solutions of Polyisobutylcn<' in I kcal in 
Tci;LSolution // 1 
2. 51 wt. % polyisobutylene 
• 
20 40 . 60 100 
shear rate (scc-1) 
Test Solution #2 
·4. 88 wt. % polyisobutylene 
..... 
................ 
. ........... 
. ~ 
200 
• •••• 
....... 
....... 
:JGO 
.. 
400 ................. __ ..... __ ........................... ____________ ,_, 
12 20 40 60 100 200 3f>O 
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,, 
Test Solution #/:3 
8, 39 wt. % polyisobutylene 
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